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Summary

The process of the bubble growth and detachment from a wall with uniform upflow
parallel to the wall has been studied in this thesis. Experiments have been designed
and performed in such a way that the assumptions of an existing analytical model
were met. The aim of this study was to validate the predictions and to quantify
the hydrodynamic lift force on a boiling bubble. This kind of detailed modeling of
detachment can in principle be combined with numerical modeling of flow with heat
transfer in evaporator tubes, e.g. rifled tubes, with the aid of commercially available
packages. The findings can be used to predict boiling characteristics in complicated
geometries, such as rifled tubes, for conditions that occur during different operation
regimes of conventionally fired power plants. In the corresponding EC-project, all
major European electricity companies join efforts to design a power plant operating
under high-temperature steam conditions to achieve 5% increase of the net efficiency.

The model presented yields analytical expressions for the forces acting on the bub-
ble. A fully closed solution of the added mass forces involved in motion and growth of
bubbles footed on the wall was obtained. Validation and quantification experiments
corresponding to this model are described in this thesis.

Nucleate boiling experiments were performed using demineralized water at near-
saturated flow boiling conditions. Both the thermal boundary condition and the
approaching flow (inlet) condition have been prescribed. The bubble substrate tem-
perature and approach velocity were both constant. A microscale heater and a Wheat-
stone bridge were used to maintain a constant wall temperature around an artificial
cavity. This cavity was used as the nucleation site where bubble would appear on a
vertical part of the wall. This bubble generator has been given a special shape to
minimize the velocity boundary layer thickness at the location of the artificial cavity.
The bubble generator intrudes a pipe and positions the artificial site at the center of
the pipe. As a result, a (nearly) homogeneous liquid velocity profile approaches the
bubble at the boiling site.
Extensive image processing analysis enabled the determination of bubble geometrical
parameters and to make a 3D reconstruction of the bubble volume history. The main
non-hydrodynamic force components in the direction perpendicular to the vertical
wall were determined from the measured quantities.
The sum of these forces should equal the hydrodynamic force that is independently



2 Summary

assessed using model predictions and measured geometrical parameter histories. This
comparison was made, and used to draw conclusions on how much the deformations
influence comparison with the model predictions and how the model should be ex-
tended.

In addition to model validation, temperature and power measurements have been
used in a heat transfer analysis. It is shown that a significant part (60-70%) of the
heat needed to make a bubble of certain volume in flow boiling experiments arises
from the superheated liquid layer in front of the heating element in respect to the
heat delivered through the micro layer beneath the bubble foot from the electrical
heater. These findings are confirmed by comparing the heater area and effective area,
and by investigating the area of the bubble influence.

The main conclusion drawn is that the assumption of a truncated sphere shape
of the bubble does not correspond to actual bubble shapes at early times of bubble
growth. The bubble is flattened parallel to the wall in this stage of growth. Therefore
the volume equivalent radius does not yield an accurate representation of the actual
frontal area of the bubble. That is the reason why the prediction of the hydrodynamic
lift force is not good for this case.
In the second half of the growth time the bubble becomes elongated away from the
wall. It is not growing any more, but it moves away from the wall and pushes the
surrounding liquid. This results in the negative hydrodynamic force. Before the de-
tachment the neck is formed and this phenomenon is not considered by the model.
Deformations should be accounted for by introducing more than one geometrical pa-
rameter to describe the shape. Other recommendations given in this thesis consider
the improvement of the experimental set-up and using some other measuring tech-
niques. A brief description of how the model can be combined with commercially
available packages has been provided.

Boiling is the most efficient, yet least understood, phase change process. The
work presented in this thesis leads to an increased understanding of the physical phe-
nomenon of the bubble growing and detaching in flow boiling. The obtained knowl-
edge should be used to improve modeling of this process and to be applied in industry.



Nomenclature

a Minor semi-axis of the fitted ellipsoid
(top-view) m

aij Acceleration m s−2

A Area m2

Afr Frontal area m2

Ãrs Added mass coefficient -
A1 Temperature coefficient of electrical resistance K−1

b Major semi-axis of the fitted ellipsoid
(top-view) m

bn Generalized coordinate n -
c Height of bubble

(bubble dimension perpendicular to the wall) m
ci Coefficient -
cAM Added mass coefficient -
cp Specific heat at const. pressure J kg−1 K−1

cv Specific heat at const. volume J kg−1 K−1

dj Distance m
db Diameter of a bubble m
dS Element of area m2

dV Element of volume m3

D Pipe diameter m
Db Bubble diameter m
Dh Hydraulic diameter m
ErSA Ratio of the ellipses semi-axes -
f Friction factor -
F Force N
g Gravity acceleration m s−2

h Distance of bubble center to the wall (theory) m
h Distance between center of fitted ellipsoid

and wall (side-view) m
h̃ Effective heat transfer coefficient W s K−1

h(lg) Latent heat of evaporation J kg−1

I Electrical current A
k Thermal conductivity W m−1 K−1
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L Length m
m Mass kg
ṁ Mass flux kg s−1

M Mass kg
n Normal m
N Number -
p Pressure Pa
P Electrical power W
q Generalized coordinate
q̇ Generalized velocity
q′′ Heat flux W m−2

q̄ Heat function W s m( − 2)
Q Generalized force (theory)
Q Liquid flow l h−1

QW Generalized drag force N
Q̃ Heat W s
r Radius m
R Radius m
Ṙ Bubble growth rate m s−1

Req Volume equivalent bubble radius m
Ri Electrical resistance Ω
Re Reynolds number -
Sr Dimensionless vorticity -
t Time s
t′ Dimensionless time -
T Kinetic energy J
Ti Temperature K
Tgrowth Bubble growth time s
tr(β) Added mass coefficient -
u Velocity m s−1

U Approaching liquid velocity m s−1

(parallel to the wall) m s−1

Ub Liquid bulk velocity m s−1

Uc Liquid centerline velocity m s−1

ub Velocity of a bubble m s−1

ul Velocity of the liquid m s−1

urel Velocity of object relative to fluid m s−1

uτ Wall shear velocity m s−1

Vb Bubble volume m3

V Voltage V
x Coordinate perpendicular to the wall m
ẋ Velocity component in x-direction m s−1

y Stream wise coordinate m
xC Distance between the cavity and

the front edge of the BG m
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Greek symbols

α Contact angle o

α Thermal diffusivity m2 s−1

α2 Added mass coefficient -
β Contact angle o

δ Thickness m
δTF Thin film thickness m
δU Velocity boundary layer film thickness m
δT Temperature boundary layer film thickness m
∂V Boundary of volume m2

ε Energy dissipation per unit mass W kg−1

γm Added mass coefficient -
κ Local mean curvature -
λ Geometrical parameter of the truncated sphere -
θ Dynamic contact angle o

µ Dynamic viscosity Pa s
ν Kinematic viscosity m2 s−1

ρ Mass density kg m−3

σ Surface tension coefficient N m−1

σ0 Standard deviation -
τtd Temperature dead time m
φ Velocity potential m2 s−1

Φ̇ Energy dissipation rate W
ψ Added mass coefficient -
ω Vorticity s−1

Superscript

′ Fluctuation part
¯ Mean

Subscripts

AM Added mass
b Bubble
b, bulk Bulk
bgr Bubble growth rate
bl Bubble-liquid interface
bw Bubble-wall interface
c Curvature
comp Compensation
conv Convection
C Cavity
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CM Center of the mass
d, det Detachment
diff Diffusion
D Drag
eff Effective
ev Evaporation
f Fluid
fit Fitted
fl Fluctuation
flow Flow of superheated liquid
foot Foot
fr Frontal
growth Growth
hydr Hydrodynamic
inf Influence
influence Of influence
int Interface
l Liquid
l Leading (for angle)
lift Lift
L Lift
max Maximal
min Minimal
measured Measured value
mm In milimeters
n Normal
pc Pressure correction
pix In pixels
prov Provided
r Radial
rel Relative
rest Remaining
sat Saturated
set Set value
ss Simple shear
st Surface tension
t Trailing (for angle)
tr Transition (for length)
top Bridge Top
Ti Titanium thin film
TF Thin film
TS Test section
v Vapor
V Volume related
w Wall
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Abbreviations

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CTA Constant Temperature Anemometer
BG Bubble Generator
DNS Direct Numerical Simulation
EC European Community
IS Initial stage
LDV Laser Doppler Velocimetry
MEMS Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems
NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
RG Rapid growth
RHS Right Hand Side
RMS Root Mean Square
TF Thin Film
3D Three dimensional

Coordinates

(x,y,z) Cartesian
(ρ0,ϕ) Polar

Dimensionless numbers

Ca Capillary µlU
σ

Fo Fourier τkT i

ρT icp,T iL2

Ja Jakob ρlcp∆T
%vh

Nu Nusselt f{Pr,ReC}

Pr Prandtl νl

α

Reb bubble Reynolds 2ReqU
νl

Rebgr bubble growth rate Reynolds 2ReqṘeq

νl

ReC Reynolds at the cavity xCU
νl

Re, Rech channel Reynolds DUbulk

νl
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 On flow boiling

Phase change heat transfer takes place in various industrial processes. It finds applica-
tions in almost all of the engineering disciplines. The liquid-to-vapor phase transition,
known as boiling, has excited a great deal of interest in the last 60 years, fueled by
applications of enormous technological importance. The applications have evolved
over time to include the design of efficient heat exchangers, water-tube and fire-tube
boilers, prediction of nuclear reactor accidents, design of cooling systems for microelec-
tronic equipment, developing commercial ink-jet printer technology and many other
major unit operations of chemical and power plants.

Boiling is a phase change process in which vapor bubbles are usually formed on
a heated surface, in a superheated liquid layer adjacent to the heated surface. Pool
boiling refers to boiling under natural convection conditions, whereas in the so-called
”forced convective” flow boiling a liquid flow over the heated surface is imposed by
external means. Forced flow boiling encompasses external and internal flow boiling.
In external boiling, a liquid flow occurs at the outside of the convex heated bodies,
while internal flow boiling refers to the flow inside tubes.

The literature includes extensive studies of boiling in tubes, because of the need to
understand the cooling limits of steam generators. As a result of the addition of heat
along the axis of the tube, the enthalpy of the liquid entering the tube increases as it
flows through the tube. When a subcooled liquid enters the tube, forced convection
is followed by subcooled boiling, which in turn gives way to saturated or bulk boiling.
When the local tube surface temperature is sufficiently superheated with reference to
the local pressure then bubbles will form at tube surface nuclei. Both heat transfer
and pressure drop are affected by the pattern of the resulting two phase flow, which
changes along the tube because of the evaporation, see Fig. 1.1. In a vertical tube the
so-called slug flow regime can develop which upon further evaporation will develop into
an annular flow regime. When the vapor fraction is very large, greater than 70% by
weight, a mist flow regime develops, the surface becomes dry and heat transfer is again
convective, to the vapor. The vapor tends to get superheated. If the temperatures
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at the tube wall are high enough, a film boiling regime may also occur. In this case,
an inverted annular flow takes place with an annular vapor film surrounding a liquid
core.

Figure 1.1. Schematic course of wall temperature and pressure loss in a uniformly heated
vertical smooth evaporator tube; figure taken from [65].

The fact that the flow patterns change along the tube axis due to vapor production,
is an important difference between pool boiling and flow boiling; i.e., the forced flow
of the multiphase system causes flow pattern transitions at a given wall heat flux
(or temperature) as the integral power deposited in the fluid increases as it flows
along the channel, see Fig. 1.1. When the temperatures of the wall are higher than
the melting temperature for the tube material, burn-out occurs and failure of the
evaporator tube. If this happens, the performance of the boiler is affected and safe
operation is difficult to achieve, if not impossible. This is why the process of boiling
in the evaporator tubes has to be well controlled.

The escape of volumes of a vapor from a heated wall is the most important phe-
nomenon for safe and/or optimal operation of a steam generator. The performance
of a heat exchanger tube is largely determined by quantities such as the bubble size
at detachment. In sub-critical conditions, high heat fluxes correspond to boiling,
whereas in supercritical flows high heat fluxes create turbulent patches that contain a
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relatively hot, lighter phase. Since conventionally fired electric power plants in part-
load usually operate at sub-critical conditions, the present study focuses on boiling.

Figure 1.2. Piece of a rifled tube.

A factor which limits the process of heat transfer from the wall is the tendency
of bubbles to move back to the wall after detachment because of hydrodynamic lift
forces. A way to overcome this problem is to create swirl in vertical tubes with up-
flow by introducing rifled evaporator tubes, see Fig. 1.2. The advantage of a rifled
evaporator tube is the presence of mechanisms that move bubbles, formed at the inner
wall, towards the center. An additional body force, induced by the swirling motion
created by fluid flowing along helically shaped ribs (Fig. 1.2), and the Coriolis force
are created. However, existing correlations for bubble detachment do not take these
forces into account. In addition, the swirling motion induces a non-axial velocity
component parallel to the wall, effectively increasing shear at places near the ribs.
It is expected that this velocity component promotes bubble detachment and that it
promotes bubble escape from the wall after detachment.
Producers of rifled tubes base design recommendations for evaporators on experi-
ments, see Fig. 1.3. The performance of the so-called rifled tubes is much better than
the performance of the smooth evaporator tubes. A number of experiments is per-
formed in rifled tubes with different geometry to increase their performance. These
experiments are time consuming and expensive. An alternative would be to combine
CFD modeling and analytical modeling to get the prediction tools that might assist
in improving the design of rifled tubes. Such an approach is new and practically
relevant. Therefore this project got financial support from the European Community.

The main parameter that makes the difference between boiling in rifled and
straight tubes with identical heating conditions (exchange area, heat flux, mass flow
rate coolant) is expected to be the bubble detachment diameter. The other parame-
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Figure 1.3. Improvement in heat transfer by rifled tubes: Wall temperature in smooth and
rifled tubes (Siemens PG [65]).

ters, such as: nucleation site density, bubble growth time for given detachment size,
and waiting time between consecutive bubbles at a nucleation site are merely depen-
dent on the velocity profile via the heating conditions [60, 19]. In order to predict the
bubble detachment diameter, the forces exerted on the bubble should be known at all
times during its growth. Previous modeling attempts usually suffered from a lack of
knowledge of hydrodynamic lift and inertia forces, which gave rise to fit parameters
that had a large experimental uncertainty [32, 33, 21, 55]. In the literature it has often
been attempted to make an a priori assumption about the shape at detachment, and
to derive a criterion from point forces acting on this shape. Alternatively, a family
of possible shapes was predicted, and detachment defined as a condition when none
of these shapes was possible [18]. A similar approach is often used to predict drop
detachment [16]. In the case of bubbles, usually a neck is formed shortly before de-
tachment; this neck connects the vapor pocket with the wall. Detachment usually
occurs so rapidly after the formation of a neck, that prediction of occurrence of a
neck would be equivalent to prediction of detachment.

At present, analytical solutions exist that pave the way towards analytical predic-
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tion of detachment radii [24, 25, 26]. This analysis is based on Lagrangian modeling
of the forces on the bubble. Main features are presented in Chapter 2, where the effect
that the bubble approach velocity component parallel to the wall has on both detach-
ment and escape from the wall is highlighted. Also the effects of velocity fluctuations
and of vorticity in the flow will be discussed.

In any case, a comparison with experiments is necessary to validate the predictions
and modeling assumptions, and to determine the range of application. That was the
main motive for the visual study of a vapor bubble growing and departing in vertical,
uniform upflow, which is presented in this thesis.

1.2 Goal and outline

The work presented here has the aim of obtaining insight into the fundamentals of the
boiling bubble growth and its subsequent detachment. The general structure of this
thesis consists of reviewing of an analytical model that describes a boiling bubble in
the uniform approaching flow at high bubble Reynolds numbers, and presenting ex-
periments attempting to verify the validity of the model. For this purpose a dedicated
experimental set-up has been designed. The bubble generator has been constructed
in such a way that it corresponds to the assumptions of the analytical model pre-
sented in Chapter 2. This chapter contains an overview of the prediction methods for
motion and deformation of a bubble that is created by boiling at the wall, at times
before detachment, with the focus on added mass forces in the vicinity of the wall.
Expressions for induced hydrodynamic lift forces are given.

Much work was dedicated to the decoupling of the basic force terms governing the
motion of the center point of a bubble. Howe [35] showed that when a body with a
constant volume moves in a viscous, rotational flow at rest at infinity, the added mass
force can be separated from the force due to vorticity. The added mass coefficients of
bubbles computed for inviscid flow retain their value in flows with vorticity. This is an
important result for which much other evidence exists, both numerical and analytical
[8]. It would be beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss derivations in detail. The
main conclusion, however, is that the added (or virtual) mass coefficients computed in
section 2.3.3 are generally applicable, and that the resulting inertia forces retain their
values in viscous, rotational flows. The results of section 2.3.3 are therefore directly
applicable to boiling in rifled tubes.

An experimental facility has been fabricated in which vapor bubble departure can
be investigated. It is described in section 3.1. Design and working principle of the
new thin film bubble generator is presented in section 3.2. A special optical set-up
was used to record the bubble images from two sides (section 3.4), and these were
processed with MATLAB procedures that were specially written for this purpose.
The image processing is explained in detail in section 3.5. This enables us to get
the different geometrical perimeters that define our growing vapor bubble. These
perimeters were further used in the analysis. An error analysis is given in section 3.6.
Results presented in this thesis are quite unique: the bubble growing in a nearly
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uniform flow is observed for the first time in known literature. A special issue is that
all deformations are carefully studied and the bubble 3-D shape is reconstructed.

The performed experiments and their results are discussed in Chapter 4. First,
the LDV results of the measured velocity profile in the test section with and with-
out the bubble generator are presented and compared with theoretical predictions
(section 4.2). These results support the claim that certain assumptions of the model
are met. Further on, different bubble geometrical perimeters and deformations are
discussed in section 4.3. These are obtained from the image processing. Finally, in
section 4.4, results obtained with the LabView acquisition system are given. Voltage
and temperature measurements are used to calculate the power delivered by the CTA
system during the bubble growth and detachment. Some of these measured quantities
are related to the detachment bubble volume in section 4.4.2.

In Chapter 5, different aspects of the analyzed results are provided. Section 5.1
gives insight in the deformations during bubble growth and relate it with physical
explanations. Additionally, some comparisons with the other experimental studies are
presented. Extensive heat transfer analyses are provided in section 5.2. The portion
of heat that bubble gains from the superheated liquid and the portion it gets from the
thin film through the micro-layer are discussed in detail, for the first time in literature,
for forced convection. Attempts to define the area of influence for a bubble, see
section 5.2.4, and to determinate effective area of the bubble generator, section 5.2.7,
are shown. Relations between bubble growth and measured heat provided by the
generator are presented and discussed in context of the temperature conditions in the
whole system in section 5.2.6.

One of the main reasons for this experimental study was to validate the model
presented in Chapter 2, section 2.3.3. Section 5.3 contains estimations of the forces’
order of magnitude, in situations resembling our experimental settings. These esti-
mations are used to determine the main forces that are acting on the bubble, during
its growth, in the direction perpendicular to the wall. Measured geometrical bubble
perimeters are used to calculate these dominant forces and to compare their sum
with the hydrodynamic lift force predicted with the model and also based on the
same measured quantities, section 5.3.2. Sensitivity analyses of the model are pro-
vided in section 5.3.3 and used to deduct some recommendations for the force model
adaptation.

Finally, the conclusions of this study’s findings and some suggestions for future
work are given in Chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Growing Bubble In Uniform
Potential Flow

2.1 Dynamics of a boiling bubble

Among the physical parameters that determine heat transfer in convective flow boil-
ing are the bubble volume at detachment and the frequency of bubble production.
Prediction tools for them are usually based on a force balance and an assumption
about the shape at detachment. When a bubble has been created at the wall of, for
example, an evaporator tube and has actually detached from it, it should preferably
migrate swiftly to the center of the tube in order to expedite the mixing of cold and
hot fluid. If not, high heat fluxes might even lead to the build-up of an insulating
layer of vapor covering a substantial part of the wall. The tube might be designed
in such a way that the interaction of the fluid flow with the detached bubble makes
it gravitate to the tube center, as in rifled tubes. Prediction of migration of bubbles
requires knowledge of the forces involved. Knowledge of the forces acting on a bubble
that is close to a wall or that is growing at a wall, and of hydrodynamic forces in
particular, is therefore important. This chapter summarizes some of our capacity to
predict the motion and deformation of a bubble, both at and close to a wall. The
focus is on prediction methods that are applicable to bubbles created in flow boiling.

Because force prediction is critical, much work was spent on the decoupling and
derivation of the basic force terms governing motion of the center point of a bubble
[52]. Although decoupling is not always possible, there are reasons to believe that it
is possible for the case of the added or virtual mass forces. As a consequence, added
mass coefficients derived for potential flow components would retain their value when
vorticity is added to these flow components.

Suppose now that the velocity field that approaches a growing bubble at a plane
wall can be meaningfully decomposed in potential flow components and vortical ones,
as in Fig 2.1. The inertia forces corresponding to the added mass can be derived with
the Euler-Lagrange-Kirchhoff method. The vorticity-related forces are discussed in
section 2.2.1 that summarizes the results applicable in the point-force approach. This
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h

Figure 2.1. Schematic of a way to decompose the flow that approaches a bubble; a uniform
flow plus a simple shear component are shown.

approach is common in the computation of trajectories of objects away from the wall.
An important example of vorticity related forces is the lift force that results from
vorticity in the approaching flow. Section 2.2.1 discusses its relation to added mass
coefficients.

The presence of a wall leads to inhomogeneous flow and to vortical components in
the approaching flow of a bubble. Some of the effects of these components on coeffi-
cients in force expressions can be estimated with findings summarized in section 2.2.1.

A typical boiling bubble in forced convection grows in 3 ms from a radius of zero to
one of 0.5 mm. The wake is practically non-existent in this case. Vorticity generated
at the interface is confined to a thin layer at this surface. A growing bubble that is
being generated by boiling at a solid boundary and that experiences a homogeneous
approaching flow (component) parallel to the wall therefore yields a typical example
of inviscid flow. This example is therefore analyzed in detail in section 2.3, using
Lagrangian methods.

Point force equations typically require the prediction of vector quantities, the
forces imparted to the vapor-liquid interface, and yield predictions of the acceleration
of the center point of the bubble. In the classical framework of inviscid potential flow
theory it is easy to obtain equations that govern the motion and deformation of a
bubble. This requires the assessment of a scalar quantity, the kinetic energy of the
fluid-bubble system and the application of general principles of classical mechanics,
the so-called Lagrangian approach. As discussed above, uniform flow over a rapidly
growing boiling bubble at a wall can be modeled as inviscid. A model for this inviscid
flow for bubbles with the shape of a truncated sphere is presented in section 2.3.3.
There is no ambiguity in the generalized forces that have to be applied to a boiling
bubble at a wall. They can be derived from the mechanical energy equation, as will
be shown in section 2.3.3.

2.2 Point force equations of motion

The ability to predict trajectories is largely dependent on the possibility to isolate
and predict forces that are imparted to the bubble interface. In this section, point
forces acting on the center of the bubble are summarized and the use of added mass
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coefficients in vortical flows is discussed.
As for numerical proofs, Magnaudet et all., see [47], showed that the added mass

coefficient of a solitary sphere in a viscous flow is 1
2

if it is sufficiently remote from solid
boundaries. Other numerical studies [56, 53, 14, 15] also show that the added mass
term for finite Reynolds-number flows is the same as the one predicted by potential
flow theory. Bagchi and Balachandar [6] used a pseudo-spectral dns method to solve
the flow around a solid sphere in a linearly varying approach velocity field for Reynolds
particle numbers in the range 10 to 300. For a wide variety of straining flows, the
added mass force arising from convective acceleration was found to be given by inviscid
theory in [6, page 144]. The above studies furthermore proved that added-mass effects
are independent of the type of boundary condition at the surface: no-slip or free-slip.

Most of these numerical studies have effectively considered a fixed body submitted
to a prescribed flow. This type of generic research is appropriate for determining
dependencies of coefficients of point forces, but does not account for the adaptation
of, for example, the bubble shape or bubble orientation to the dynamics of the flow.
The Lagrangian method in section 2.3 offers a convenient way for this adaptation
which is also applicable if boundary layers are developing at the free surface since
pressure does not change in a boundary layer in the direction normal to the interface.
Another drawback of the fixation of the body in the above numerical studies is the
fact that vortex shedding and wake instabilities depend on the possibility to move or
not [29].

It is safe to conclude that the added mass tensor in some important applications
retains the values of inviscid theory also in the presence of vorticity.

2.2.1 Point forces on spheres in a semi-unbounded fluid

Governing equation

The effect of spatial acceleration and vorticity of a carrier liquid on the motion of a
freely moving sphere at bubble Reynolds numbers, Re, in the range 10 ≤ Re ≤ 300
was studied both analytically and numerically by quite some authors. Here Re =
|urel| ρl db/µl, where db is the sphere diameter, and urel = ub − ul the velocity of the
sphere relative to the liquid. Acceleration and gravity are intimately connected. If
the fluid is accelerated, the sphere experiences an additional buoyancy-type of force
[9], which shall be named ‘apparent buoyancy’. A suitable general form for the bubble
equation of motion at moderate Re is

ρb V b
dub

dt
= V b (ρb − ρl)g + ρl V b

Dul

Dt
+

ρl V b cAM

(
Dul

Dt
− dub

dt

)

−cD π d2
b

1
8

ρl |urel|urel + Flift + Frest (2.1)

Here V b is the volume of the bubble, ρb the mass density of the bubble, cD the drag
coefficient, Flift the lift force that by definition comprises all force components that
are acting in a direction perpendicular to urel and Frest the sum of remaining forces
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that may comprise a history term. The time rate of change of the bubble velocity is
dub /dt . The local derivatives are defined in Eq. (2.1) are defined by

D

Dt
=

∂

∂t
+ ul · ∇ and

d

dt
=

∂

∂t
+ ub · ∇ (2.2)

Auton et al. [3] have shown that the fluid acceleration in the added mass force, the
term with the added mass coefficient, cAM , in Eq. (2.1), has to be evaluated in this
way at the center of the sphere. This is less obvious than it may seem initially. There
is an added mass term with dḣ/dt, as proved in [27], which can be interpreted as the
time rate of change of the relative velocity, defined as

d

dt
urel

def= −∂ul

∂t
− ub · ∇ul +

d

dt
ub

The difference of this added mass term with that of Eq. (2.1) is revealed by rewriting
this Eq. (2.1) into

V b (ρb + cAM ρl)
{

durel

dt
+ (urel · ∇) ul

}
+ burel =

= V b (ρl − ρb)
(

Dul

Dt
− g

)
+ Flift + Frest (2.3)

where the coefficient b accounts for drag: b
def= cD π d2

b
1
8 |urel| ρl. Equation (2.3)

shows the equivalent roles of fluid acceleration Dul
Dt and the acceleration by gravity,

g, although the fluid acceleration also occurs in the added mass force. Inertia terms
in Eq. (2.1) are the body inertia term on the lhs and the added mass force, while the
term ρl V b

Dul
Dt in Eq. (2.1) is named the apparent buoyancy term. Vorticity effects

occur in the drag, in the lift force and in Frest.

Temporal acceleration or unsteadiness may increase viscous drag. This effect
can be accounted for by history terms in Frest. Kim et all. [37] and Bagchi and
Balachandar [7] show that the history force is not significant for freely translating
particles. The same holds for bubbles, as the vorticity generated at a free surface is
less than that generated at a solid boundary.
Bagchi and Balachandar [4] also analyzed planar straining flows of a more general kind
past a sphere and found similar complex dependencies of the drag force coefficient,
cD, on strain. They showed [7] that for particles with diameters up to 10 times
the Kolmogorov scale the free-stream turbulence has a negligible effect on the mean
drag. The standard drag correlation based on the mean relative velocity would yield
a sufficiently accurate prediction. Burton and Eaton [13], on the contrary, claim that
deterministic modifications as the one derived by Bagchi and Balachandar, see [6],
would only be useful for relatively simple classes of flows. They used fully resolved
dns simulations to find that the drag term on a particle is dominant, and suggested
that any useful correction to the drag term would need to be stochastic in nature.
Probably the last word about the effect of turbulence on cD has still to be told.
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Lift due to vorticity in the approaching flow

The lift force Flift by definition is the force component in the direction normal to the
relative velocity. In the literature, often a lift coefficient cL,v, is defined analogously
to the definition of the drag force coefficient:

cL,v ·
{

1
2
Afr ρl u

2
rel

}
= /Flift/

with Afr the frontal area, πR2 in case of a sphere. Here, the expression derived from
inviscid theory:

Flift = −cL,i ρl V burel × ω (2.4)

is preferred, because inviscid theory yields a constant 0.5 for cL,i in an unbounded
simple shear flow, see [3]. Here ω is the vorticity of the undisturbed ambient flow at
the geometrical center of the bubble. The relation between the two definitions of the
lift coefficient is given by

cL,v =
4
3
Sr cL,i

Here Sr is the dimensionless vorticity and it is defined as (ωDb/urel).
Bagchi and Balachandar [5] performed dns computations on a fixed, rigid sphere
and found a linear dependence of cL,v on Sr, as in the above equation. For the
rigid sphere, cL,i was found to be dependent on Reynolds number, but for a clean
bubble with a stress-free condition at its surface and at larger Reynolds numbers the
values given by inviscid theory are applicable [44, 48]. The value of cL,i is affected by
flow unsteadiness [44], and is therefore expected to be time-dependent for a growing
bubble. There is a distinct connection between cAM and cL,i. The lift coefficient for
bodies that are axisymmetric around the relative velocity is equal to the added mass
coefficient [49].

Apart from the above vorticity contribution, the lift force may also comprise com-
ponents due to interaction with a uniform approaching flow if the body is at or near
a wall (section 2.3), due to a drag force component in the presence of a wall [27], and
due to turbulent fluctuations [17].

Effect of turbulence fluctuations in the approaching uniform flow field

The fluctuating part of convective liquid acceleration is mainly determined by the
fluctuating pressure gradient, [62, page 51]:

Du,
l

Dt
∼ − 1

ρl
∇p, (2.5)

Typical conditions in the boiling experiments are: pipe diameter D = 2R = 0.0387mm,
νl = 2.85 · 10−7m2/s); bulk velocity, Ub is typically:

Ub = νlRe/(2R) = 0.119m/s (2.6)
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which corresponds to a Reynolds number of 15500 for which DNS results are available
in [62]. The wall shear velocity, uτ , for the same Reynolds number follows from [62]:

uτ = Ub/16.8 = 0.00678m/s (2.7)

Moreover, Veenman, [62, page 53], showed that the pressure gradient,
< a2

I >=< 1
ρ2

L
(∇p)2 > is equal to (< ε >3/2 ν

−1/2
l ) in the center of the pipe. In

the center of the pipe the dissipation rate ε does not exceed (0.01 ∗ uτ/νl), see [62,
page 27]. By use of these relations and data presented above, it is easy to show that
the irrotational pressure gradient has a value of 3.5 · 10−3g. In Eq. 2.1 the terms
(1 + cAM )Dul

Dt can be affected by turbulent fluctuations. It is estimated as being
much less (∼ 10−3) than other typical terms, and is therefore neglected.

2.3 Lagrangian description

As discussed in section 2.1, and partly proven in section 2.2.1, inviscid potential flow
theory is useful for the modeling of forces on a boiling bubble at a wall even if vorticity
is present in the approaching flow. This section presents a convenient framework for
practical applications of this theory, as well as applications to truncated spheres at a
wall, to further prove the usefulness of this approach.

2.3.1 Applicability, equivalence and advantages

It is well known that functions are equivalently expressed by different types of series of
expansions. Similarly, different mathematical principles furnish equivalent expressions
of the same fundamental laws of dynamics. Here the dynamical equations that Euler
and Lagrange established for bodies and for continuous fluids were employed. These
equations are usually associated with a variational principle. They are merely an
alternative way of describing the dynamics of a mechanical system. They can be
derived from the variational principle of Hamilton, of least action, but also from
the principle of d’Alembert-Lagrange, which states that the work of the constraining
forces on any virtual variation is zero; these principles are equivalent [2, page 92].

It is easily seen that Newton’s second law of motion for a particle with a constant
mass M , Fr = Mar, is also obtained from Lagrange’s equation

d

dt

(
∂T

∂ẋr

)
− ∂T

∂xr
= Fr (2.8)

if T is the kinetic energy of the particle, 1
2Mu2, and if xr is a rectangular carte-

sian coordinate system. Lagrange’s equation retains the same form in a curvilinear
coordinate system, and when xr represents a system of so-called generalized coordi-
nates [28]. Generalized coordinates do not need to be position coordinates, but may
comprise all sorts of quantities.

A general Lagrangian mechanical system is given by a configuration space and
by the Lagrangian function. Particularly, one would speak of a Newtonian potential
system when the space is euclidean and when the Lagrangian function is the difference
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between the kinetic and potential energies. The system of n second-order differential
equations of a Lagrangian system is equivalent to Hamilton’s system of 2n first-order
equations. First integrals are readily obtained with Noether’s theorem [2, page 88].
Two advantages of a Lagrangian description are immediately clear from Lagrange’s
equations: 1) the coordinates are independent and 2) rather than dealing with vector
quantities in the equations of motion only the scalar T has to be dealt with. It is
noted that in this paper conservative forces, forces for which a potential exists, are
treated in the same way as nonconservative forces. Another, less clear advantage of
a Lagrangian analysis is 3) the possibility to extend and apply it to a system with an
infinite number of coordinates, as in field theories.

The hydrodynamics of an ideal (incompressible and inviscid) fluid are an especially
interesting example of a generalized Euler theory, in which the principle of the least
action implies that the motion of the fluid is described by the geodesics in the metric
given by the kinetic energy [2, page 318]. As a result, one can derive hydrodynamic
theorems about the stability of flows from analogies in rigid body rotation. The case
of N bodies, solids or bubbles moving through an ideal fluid is conveniently described
by a system of generalized coordinates

q1, q2, q3, . . .

and with generalized forces Qr, see Lamb [43, page 188], yielding Lagrange’s equations

d

dt

(
∂T

∂q̇r

)
− ∂T

∂qr
= Qr (2.9)

The coordinates of the fluid particles, an infinite number, are in a way ‘ignored’
[43, page 201]. As a consequence, the motion of the bodies can be predicted if the
dependencies of the added mass coefficients on generalized coordinates are all known.
To fully appreciate this, the example that Lamb [43] treated on page 190, an example
first given by Thomson and Tait, is presented in the next section. The added mass
coefficients are the parameters Ãrs = Ãsr in the following expression for the kinetic
energy of the fluid, T :

T /ρL = 1
2
Ã11 q̇2

1 + 1
2
Ã12 q̇1q̇2 + 1

2
Ã34 q̇3q̇4 . . . =

1
2

∑
r,s

Ãrs q̇r q̇s (2.10)

The
{

Ãrs

}
only depend on the instantaneous configuration of the bodies, and are

therefore functions of qi only. In the case of a single body, with mirror images to
account for walls, the volume V of the body can be singled out: Ã11 = V A11, etc..
Although Lamb restricted his analysis to a finite number of coordinates, the number
of generalized coordinates is here taken to be infinite but countable.

2.3.2 The example of Lamb: spherical bubble motion not too
close to a wall

The following example, already discussed by Lamb [43], contains all main features of
more complex applications of the Lagrangian approach, and in particular shows the
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importance of the added mass tensor.
A sphere with mass m supposedly moves in ideal flow in a plane perpendicular to

an infinite plane wall. Rectangular coordinates (x, y) in this plane are used (y being
the distance to the wall). The kinetic energy comprises the part of the sphere

Tb = 1
2
mẋ2 + 1

2
mẏ2

and a part in the liquid, TL:

Tl /(ρlV ) = 1
2
A11ẋ

2 + 1
2
A22ẏ

2

A ’mixed’ term in ẋẏ cannot occur because ”the energy must remain unaltered when
the sign of ẋ is reversed”. Not too close to the wall, if R/y ¿ 1, R being the radius,
the added mass tensor is approximately given by

A11 ' 1
2
(1 +

3
16

(
R

y

)3

) A22 ' 1
2
(1 +

3
8

(
R

y

)3

) (2.11)

Expressions valid in the proximity of the wall still depend on y, be it in a more
complex manner, see [24]. If Qx, Qy are the components of an extraneous force acting
on the center of the sphere, the equations of motion follow from Eq. (2.9) and are

Qx =
d

dt
(A11ρlV + m)ẋ (2.12)

Qy =
d

dt
(A22ρlV + m)ẏ − 1

2
ρlV

(
dA11

dy
ẋ2 +

dA22

dy
ẏ2

)
(2.13)

Without extraneous forces, a non-deforming bubble with mass m moving normal to
the wall experiences an acceleration away from the wall since ẋ = 0 and (A22ρlV +
m)ẏ2 ≡ constant while A22 decreases with increasing distance to the wall. This sit-
uation is similar to the situation that occurs when a non-sliding boiling bubble is
projected away from the wall directly after detachment. A little later, this bubble
would be taken along with the vertical, upward flow and be moving in a plane par-
allel to the wall, making the ẏ2-term negligible compared to the ẋ2-term. Without
extraneous forces, the induced time rate of change of (A22ρlV + m)ẏ would equal
ρlV 1

2
dA11
dy ẋ2, a negative quantity. As a result, the bubble appears to be attracted by

the wall. In the case of downward motion of the liquid, buoyancy reduces the velocity
of the bubble with respect to the wall, |ẋ|, and the bubble would be less attracted
by the wall. In actual flow conditions, the lift force associated to vorticity plays a
role, but all the main familiar features of bubble dynamics after detachment, both
in up-flow and down-flow, are already represented in the above simple example of
Lagrangian dynamics.

However, the main feature to be stressed here is the fact that the dependence of the
added mass tensor on generalized coordinates is essential for the dynamics of bubble
motion near a plane wall. This is equally true in the more complex applications that
are treated below.
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2.3.3 A spherically expanding bubble with a foot at a plane
wall

Bubbles created by boiling in forced convection along a heated, plane wall at high
system pressure usually expand spherically. As discussed in section 2.1, homogeneous
flow is an important approaching flow component. This case is therefore modeled
here.

Solving any kind of problem in mechanical engineering in the Lagrangian way re-
quires the determination of the generalized forces involved, including the body forces.
In the case of the dynamics of bodies moving in a fluid and/or partly on a wall there
is a straightforward and unambiguous way to do so. It is described below before
applying the results in Lagrange’s equations.

A convenient strategy to identify the generalized forces is the computation of the
time rate of change of the kinetic energy in the liquid, Tl =

∫
1
2
ρlu

2 dV , with the so-
called mechanical energy balance [11, $3.3]. Consider a bubble footed at a plane wall
and symmetrical about the axis perpendicular to the wall through the center of the
bubble. Let Abl denote the area of the interface between liquid and bubble content,
Abw the area between the wall and the bubble, Rfoot the radius of the foot of the
bubble, xCM the location of the center of mass of the bubble in a coordinate system
with its origin in the center of the bubble foot, and ṁint the local mass flux across
the interface, positive if evaporation from the liquid into the bubble takes place. By
application of the Leibniz theorem it is easy to show that

d

dt
Tl =

d

dt
Tl,ṁint=0 −

∫

Abl

1
2
u2

l ṁint dS (2.14)

where Tl,ṁint=0 is the kinetic energy that would be in the fluid if the normal compo-
nent of the interface would be equal to the normal component of the liquid velocity
there. The integral in the above equation gives rise to a force that is related to evapo-
ration and that is usually negligible when looking at the hydrodynamic lift, because of
low values of ṁint. It is considered no further here in order to highlight hydrodynamic
forces. The subscript ṁint=0 will be dropped from Tl, henceforth.

The volume integral over the contribution from the body force, gravity ρlg =
ρl∇g · x, can be converted into surface integrals yielding

d Tl

dt
=

∫
{p− ρlg · x}n · u dS − Φ̇ +

∫
n · ¯̄τ · u dS.

where the normal n points into the fluid, Φ̇ denotes the total energy dissipation rate
and the last term on the rhs is the so-called traction term due to viscous stresses.
The integration areas comprise all boundaries. It can be shown, see [23], that with
constant pressure at infinity application of mass conservation in the incompressible
fluid allows the integral at infinity to be transformed to a surface integral over Abl.
This yields a surface integral of the hydrostatic pressure at the wall, pw, over Abl.
The surface integral over the bubble-liquid interface of the contribution of gravity is

∫

V b

ρlu · g dV = −ρlV g · uCM − ρlg · xCM
dV
dt

,
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Figure 2.2. Schematic of bubble, areas and dynamic contact angle.

which is zero if gravity is parallel to the wall. The first term on the rhs is the
well-known buoyancy force. The shape of the bubble is now assumed to be that of
a truncated sphere footed on a plane wall, see Fig 2.2. Two generalized parameters
describe the interface: mean radius of curvature R and distance h of the center to
the wall. The time rate of change of R is Ṙ and that of h is ḣ. The pressure in the
bubble, pb, is taken to be homogeneous, constant in time and corresponding to the
saturation temperature at the vapor-liquid interface. If gravity is normal to the wall,
the above integral

∫
V b

ρlu · g dV yields four terms, two in Ṙ and the following two in
ḣ:

−ρlgḣxCM,z − ρlgḣV b
∂xCM,z

∂h

where xCM,z is the distance of the center of mass to the wall. Note that |xCM | is
unequal to h.
To find the other forces, the surface integrals of pln · u and of the traction term
are converted with the so-called dynamic stress condition to a surface integral of the
pressure inside the bubble, pb. This leads to a surface integral over κu · n, where κ
denotes the local mean curvature. This surface integral is reduced to

σ
dAbl

dt
+ cos θ σ

dAbw

dt

with the aid of the surface divergence theorem∗. The angle θ is the instantaneous,
dynamic contact angle and σ is the surface tension coefficient between liquid and
bubble. If the bubble foot is directly on the solid wall, the following extended Young-
equation may be used to eliminate the contact angle:

σ cos θ = W (σbw − σwl) − 10−6

Rfoot/[m]
(2.15)

∗It is noted that if a cylindrical coordinate system is employed, a contour has to be chosen that
excludes the axis where r = 0 and the inverse mapping not defined. If a different type of contour
would be used, an erroneous minus sign would appear. In the case of a truncated sphere this
necessitates a limiting procedure in order to cover Abl entirely.
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Here the last term accounts for the line tension, the equivalent of the surface tension
for the contact line and W is the Wenzel surface roughness factor [54]. Coefficient
σbw is the surface tension coefficient between bubble content and wall. Let now
∆σ

def= σbw − σwl, and let W = 1 and line tension be negligible. Furthermore, let F3

be the hydrodynamic force component on the bubble normal to the wall, positive if
pushing it away from the wall. Force F3 is minus the force on the liquid, Qh. The
last step that is applied to identify the generalized forces is the substitution of all
expressions found for d Tl

dt in

d Tl

dt
= Qh ḣ + QRṘ (2.16)

and realizing that the two terms on the rhs are independent. If g is normal to the
wall, this gives

−F3 = pb
∂V b

∂h
− σ

∂Abl

∂h
− ∆σ

∂Abw

∂h

− {pw − ρlg xCM,z(R, h)} ∂V
∂h

+ V g ρl
∂xCM,z

∂h
+ QW,h. (2.17)

where the last term denotes the drag force. The rate of energy dissipation in the
mechanical energy balance gives rise to drag force components that satisfy [24]

QW,j = − ∂ 1
2
Φ̇

∂q̇j
(2.18)

if Φ̇ is a second order polynomial in the generalized velocities, i.e. is twice a Rayleigh
dissipation function, which usually requires the neglect of corrections for dissipation
in boundary layers. Capillary number, Ca = µlU

σ , in the measurements presented in
this study, was much smaller than 1. Therefore the viscous forces had the negligible
influence on the bubble compared with the surface tension forces.
By use of the inviscid potential flow theory an overestimation of the actual drag
can be made. Since a potential flow behaves like a flow of loose sand [22], velocity
gradients near a body may locally be extreme, whereas nature makes such gradients
smooth by the action of viscosity. A thin layer of vorticity is created to satisfy either
the no-slip condition (solid particle) or the continuity of tangential stress (bubble).
Smaller velocity gradients imply a smaller energy dissipation rate and hence a smaller
drag force.

Since ∂V
∂h equals π R2

foot it is easily seen that the sum of two terms containing this
derivative in Eq. (2.17) corresponds to a force that was often denoted with ‘pressure
correction force’, Fpc or such [33]:

πR2
foot {pb − pw} = Fpc

The sum of the surface tension terms equals 2πRfootσ sin θ, which is the usual ex-
pression for the component of the surface tension force that attracts the bubble to
the wall.
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Force F3 is minus the force on the liquid, and follows from the lhs of Eq. (2.9) if the
kinetic energy can be evaluated from a velocity potential. In the literature solutions
for this potential were often found by matching series expansions, implying some
arbitrariness in defining the type of expansion. There is a straightforward alternative
way [24] that sets off with a suitable expansion in elementary functions. The boundary
condition, in terms of the generalized velocities that are supposedly not all zero, is
written as a matrix equation such that a Hilbert-Schmidt operator can be identified.
An inverse exists because of the Fredholm alternative. The solution for the velocity
potential is subsequently obtained by the application of this inverse to a combination
of generalized velocities, as prescribed by the velocity boundary condition at the
interface of the bubble. A suitable expansion in elementary functions can be obtained
in various ways for the case of a truncated sphere. The first one, which is based
on Legendre polynomials of the first order has the drawback of satisfying velocity
boundary conditions at places where it is not required, but naturally complements
the solutions for a full sphere in the vicinity of the wall. They have been applied to
obtain the added mass coefficients α, α2, tr(β) and ψ in the following expression for
the kinetic energy:

T /(ρl V o) = 1
2
α ḣ2 + 1

2
tr(β) Ṙ2 + 1

2
ψ Ṙḣ + 1

2
α2 U2, (2.19)

where U is a uniform approach velocity parallel to the wall and V o is 4
3π R3. Note that

Eq. (2.19) is analogous to Eq. (2.10). The added mass coefficients and the volume of
the truncated sphere are only dependent on the geometrical parameter λ

def= R/(2h).

The dependencies of the added mass coefficients are shown in Fig. 2.3. Equations
(2.19) and (2.9) yield

F3 /(ρl V o) = −αḧ− 1
2
ψR̈ + F̃lift with (2.20)

F̃lift
def= −ḣṘ

{
∂ α

∂R
+ α 4π R2/Vo

}
− ḣ2 1

2

∂ α

∂h

− 1
2
Ṙ2

{
∂ ψ

∂R
− ∂ tr(β)

∂h
+ ψ 4π R2/V o

}

+U2 1
2

∂ α2

∂h
. (2.21)

Here acceleration F̃lift of Eq. (2.21) is a hydrodynamic lift force F3 divided by ρlV o,
that would be difficult to be captured in analytical form with an approach other than
the Lagrangian approach. With the velocity potential also the drag force coefficients
Wij are computed, but it suffices here to state that they depend on λ and are usually
less than 12πµlR. The derivatives occurring in Eq. (2.21) can all be expressed as
derivatives with respect to λ, since the added mass coefficients only depend on this
parameter. Figure 2.3 shows that the derivatives that occur in Eq. (2.21) change sign
when the bubble shape changes from a truncated to a full sphere, i.e. when λ = 1

2
. It

can be shown that because of this change of sign it can cause that some of the force
F̃lift components change sign. In practice, F̃lift is promoting the detachment of a
bubble shaped as a truncated sphere, but it is driving the bubble back towards the
wall once detached.
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Figure 2.3. Added mass coefficients for spheres and truncated spheres. If the shape factor
is less than 0.5, the center of a sphere with radius R has distance h to a plane wall.

Since two generalized parameters exist, h and R, there is a second equation of
motion, associated with R. This is an extended Rayleigh-Plesset equation that can be
circumvented if the bubble growth rate history is measured (as in section 2.3.4 below).
The actual bubble dynamics before detachment are determined by the combination
of Eq.’s (2.17) and (2.20), and depend on the coupling of volume with pressure of the
bubble content. For adiabatic processes, pV k ≡ constant with k = cp/cv, and the
relatively strong coupling results in high-frequency isotropic shape oscillations [26].
For nearly isothermal processes as in boiling, relatively low-frequency oscillations
result from the interplay of surface energies [25]. The latter oscillations are only
possible if the bubble foot is on the wall and if motion of the contact line is not
hampered by artificial cavities or inhomogeneous substrate composition.

2.3.4 Experimental validation

Bubbles created by boiling at a wall in convective flow often have a so-called microlayer
in-between the vapor dome and the wall [60]. Flow in this microlayer is low-Reynolds-
number flow governed by viscosity and is beyond the scope of the present study.
There are two ways to define a system boundary such that this area is circumvented
while creating a system that is meaningfully related to the bubble. The first system
comprises all the vapor bubble, the vapor-liquid interface, the vorticity attached to
the bubble system, and the microlayer between wall and vapor. The second system is
the same except for the boundary at the wall, that is replaced by a flat surface that lies
inside the bubble and intersects the interface in a way shown in Fig. 2.4. The problem
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with the first system is the need to evaluate the pressure at the wall; this would require
an assessment of the flow inside the microlayer which is all but straightforward [51].
The second system does not comprise all of the vapor, but misses not much of it,
while the pressure near the boundary close to the wall equals the pressure inside the
bubble that is easier to determine. This system is therefore selected here. Outside
this system boundary, only the uniform approaching flow component is considered,
see Fig. 2.1. This flow, as well as the flow due to expansion of the bubble system,
can be modeled as inviscid, while the shape in many cases can be approximated by
that of a truncated sphere. The results of section 2.3.3 are therefore expected to be
applicable, and if an experiment could be set up in which the approaching flow is
nearly uniform its predictions could be validated.

Figure 2.4. Schematic of bubble system with a boundary not at the wall to exclude non-
potential flow at the foot

Experiments of the bubble foot in boiling are usually hampered by optical prob-
lems related to temperature gradients. It is therefore convenient to have a bubble
system a little bit away from the wall, just outside the area where viscous flow occurs
(Fig. 2.4). Angle θ at its foot, see also Fig. 2.2, is a measurable quantity whereas the
actual contact angle usually is not. Application of the Young equation, Eq. (2.15),
is not allowed anymore, but the angles at the foot can be taken from measurements
instead. If the bubble shape is close to being spherical, and the growth rate and shape
histories are measured, each term in the force balance derived for h in section 2.3.3,
f.e. Eq. (2.21), can be determined from measured parameters at each instant of time.
Ideally, the approaching flow U would be nearly uniform to make the lift force due
to vorticity negligible. Turbulent fluctuations should have negligible influence too.
The latter is likely to be the case, see also section 2.2.1. The constraint regarding the
velocity field, however, can only be satisfied in a dedicated experimental set-up, see
Chapter 3.
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Experimental Set-up

3.1 Experimental loop

The test loop comprises mainly of stainless steel piping with an inner-diameter, D, of
38.7 mm. Fig. 3.1 shows a schematic.
De-mineralized water is pumped around and heated electrically near to saturation
temperature. The water then passes a rotameter, subsequently the test section and
gets into a condenser. The distance from the flowmeter outlet to the bubble generator
is approximately 200 cm (more than 50 D, what is required if the flow disturbance has
to be avoided). For the liquid flow rates employed this is long enough to guarantee a
fully developed flow at the measurement area. The channel Reynolds number in the
experiments is varied between 12,500 and 32,000.
As the condenser is open to atmospheric pressure, the static pressure at the bubble
generation site is roughly equal to the sum of atmospheric pressure and the water head
above the bubble generator. A water level indicator is used in the condenser, at the
top of the test rig, to be sure that it is not changing during the measurements. When
the water level in the condenser drops below a certain minimum value, a sensor of the
electrical level indicator (type: Velleman-kit K2639) loses contact and the alarm light
is switched on. The same principle is used to indicate the maximum wanted level in
the condenser when the installation is filled.
The dissolved air is removed by boiling water several hours prior to measurement.
Then the flow rate is set to the desired value and the heater power is changed step
by step until the liquid bulk temperature is stable and as close as possible to the
saturation value.
For temperature measurement of the bulk flow, upstream and downstream of the test
section, two Pt100s with accuracy of ±0.1oC were used. For a detailed schematic of
the test rig see Appendix A.
Bubbles are generated in the observation area of a test section with the aid of the
thin film bubble generator, see Fig. 3.2. A glass tube in the test section allows the
recording of bubble growth and take-off.
A flowmeter was used as an indication of the bulk flow in the test rig during the
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Figure 3.1. Schematics of the
test loop

Figure 3.2. Observation area: bubble
generator mounted in the test section

measurements. A rotameter was used in the measurements presented in this thesis
and its smallest partition is 50 l/h.
The velocity profile inside the observation area of the test section for certain bulk
flows has been measured by a Laser Doppler Velocimetry and then related to the flow
indicated by the flowmeter, see Sections 3.3, 4.2 and [41].

3.2 Intrusive Thin Film Bubble Generator

The bubble generator can be mounted at an arbitrary location inside a channel, as
shown in Fig. 3.2. The advantage of our new designed bubble generator is that it
allows the creation of bubbles in the center of the channel. The basis for the thin film
bubble generator, TFBG, is a small glass rod with a cavity inside at the place where
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Figure 3.3. Thin film bubble generator

Figure 3.4. Typical dimensions of a TFBG
(sizes in mm)
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a bubble appears. Volume of the cavity is about 2 mm3. To minimize the thickness
of the boundary layer at the nucleation site, the distance between the cavity and the
front edge of the bubble generator, xC , should be as small as possible, see Fig. 3.3
and section 4.2.2.
The typical thickness of the Ti-resistor around the cavity is 500 nm; its width is 1
mm and its length 2 mm. The electric leads which lead towards the thin film are 800
nm thick metal layers with a width of 2.0 mm.
After sputtering, the actual dimensions of the cavity and thin film were measured,
see the example of Fig. 3.4. Operating under ambient pressure, the thin film bubble
generator worked continuously for more than 6 hours. Each generator went through
the same durability test. After an initial slight increase (of 13%), the electric resis-
tance of the generator remained constant, and no visual degradation at the layer was
subsequently observed.
The glass rod, with sputtered thin film and contacts, and gold-soldered wires, was
cast and fixed in a stainless steel holder, see Bubble Generator on Fig. 3.2, by means
of an epoxy resin (EPX Epoxy Adhesive DP460). Technical documentation for the
design and production of the thin film bubble generators can be found in [39].

3.2.1 Constant Temperature Anemometer

The titanium, Ti, thin film was heated electrically by a Constant Temperature Anemome-
ter (CTA). This device controls the current through the metal film, keeping the electri-
cal resistance constant at a preset value. This electrical device works on the principle
of the Wheatstone Bridge, see Fig. 3.5. The main components of the CTA are a re-
sistance bridge and an amplifier. The current through the bridge is controlled by the
resistance balance between the left and right branch of the bridge. In general, R1 and
R2 are equal. RTF is the resistance of the titanium thin film and Rset is a variable
resistance. If RTF and Rset are equal, a constant current will flow throw the bridge,
set by Vset. An increase in Rset leads to a higher current, which increases the tem-
perature of the titanium film. When a bubble appears, it uses the heat accumulated
in the temperature boundary layer, the thin film and glass beneath it. Therefore the
temperature of the thin film will decrease. A fast feedback control system (300MHz)
reacts to keep the temperature of the heater element at the same temperature during
the process of the bubble’s appearance, growth and detachment. An amplifier will
regulate the increase of the current through the left side of the bridge, until RTF

and Rset are equal again. Because titanium has a positive resistance temperature
coefficient, this increased current will lead to a higher RTF .
With the temperature coefficient A1 known from calibration measurements, see Ap-
pendix D, the set resistance value of Rset is a direct measure of the titanium film
temperature, TTF .

Rset = RTF =
19.5 · VTF

Vtop − VTF
(3.1)

The power required to keep the thin film at a constant temperature is measured,
enabling the heat transfer coefficient to be determined.
Thus, the power can be determined for each instant of time during the bubble growth
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Figure 3.5. CTA principle used to preset the temperature of the Ti-film

by use of the measured top voltage of the bridge, Vtop, voltage at the thin film , VTF ,
and known constant resistance, R1, see Fig. 3.5:

P =
(Vtop − VTF ) · VTF

R1
= ITF · VTF (3.2)

Temperature dead time of the thin film

Dead time is the amount of time that it takes for a CTA to start changing voltage to
adjust the current through the thin film, after the temperature/resistance of it has
been changed due to the evaporation.
The amplifier in the CTA is very fast (150 kHz), which give us 6.7µs as the response
time of the electronic part of the system.
Temperature dead time can be defined if we consider the thermal diffusion in our
thin film. Temperature dead time, τtd, of the thin film can be calculated from the
condition that the Fourier number, defined as Fo = τ(k/ρcP )/L2, is equal to one:

τtd =
δ2
TF(
k

ρT icp,T i

) (3.3)

where k is thermal conductivity of the Ti of 21,9 W/mK, ρ and cp are density and
specific heat capacity of the Ti. Thickness of the titanium thin film, δTi is 500 nm, and
that is our characteristic length, L, because the heat flux at the area of bubble foot is
uniform and the only third dimension, thickness of the thin film affects conduction.
During the measurements the bubble foot was always smaller than the Ti thin film.
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The temperature dead time of the Ti thin film calculated by use of Eq. 3.3 is 27µs.
Both the response time of the amplifier and the temperature dead time of the thin
film were much smaller than the time between the first two images (202µs).

3.2.2 LabView data acquisition system

The LabV iewTM acquisition program was used to collect voltages and temperatures
at 10 kHz. This high sampling rate was more than twice higher than the record-
ing speed of the high-speed camera. This enabled a more accurate relation of the
recorded voltage (CTA) and temperature data, to data extracted from bubble im-
ages. During the measurements all measured values were monitored instantaneously.
In Appendix B presents one window of the LabView interface.

3.3 Laser Doppler Velocimetry

Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) can be used for measuring the mean velocity field
and the velocity fluctuation field in the pipe. Measuring with LDV has some ad-
vantages compared to other flow measuring techniques. The measurements are non-
contact so that the flow is not disturbed by the measurements. There is a linear
relation between laser velocimetry and fluid velocity. The measuring volume is very
small. For results see Section 4.2.

3.4 Optical set-up

In preliminary measurements it was observed that the bubble is often not symmetrical.
An optical system of three mirrors has been designed, see Fig. 3.6 to get bubble images
from two sides. The process of bubble growth and detachment has been recorded by

Figure 3.6. Optical system for getting two side view of the bubble (M=mirror, C=camera,
L=lamp).
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Figure 3.7. Two side-view recordings of a vapor bubble.

a high-speed camera (pco 1200 hs), operated at a speed of 4950 frames per second,
with 1,200 x 120 pixels. A typical result is shown in Fig. 3.7 and in Appendix C.

3.5 Image processing

Digital images are processed by in house made software, which is written in MATLAB
with the help of some specific MATLAB toolboxes. The contour of the bubble and co-
ordinates are determined for both views that are recorded. The actual dimensions and
parameters of the bubbles for analysis need to be converted from pixel co-ordinates
to actual co-ordinates. Special calibration recordings are used for these conversions,
as explained below.

3.5.1 Calibration

A specially designed calibration device is used for converting the pixel co-ordinates
to real co-ordinates. The calibration device has the shape of a key with 10 holes in
it of which the center positions are known. It is mounted on the bubble generator in
such a way that it is positioned at the exact place where bubbles are created later on
in the experiments. The other purpose of the calibration device is to help us set the
camera and the lenses in such a way that the bubble is in focus.
Before and after the measurements an image of the TFBG with the calibration device
mounted on it is taken, see Fig. 3.8 (a). The pixel co-ordinates of the holes can now
be determined. This is done by a procedure in MATLAB which transforms the gray-
scale image to a binary image, see Fig. 3.8 (b). Now the contour of black or white area
can be determined and the data of these boundaries can be stored in a matrix. Using
these data, a MATLAB procedure can calculate the center co-ordinate of the closed
boundaries in pixels, see Fig. 3.8 (c). The distance between the center co-ordinates
in pixels can be transferred to a real distance by use of second order polynomial fit:

dj,mm = Cj,0 + Cj,1 · dj,pix + Cj,2 · d2
j,pix (3.4)

where dimension dj can be x, y or z. Coefficients Cj,i are determined in the MATLAB
procedure. Coefficients with the highest order Cj,2 are negligible compared to the Cj,1.
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Figure 3.8. Conversion from gray-scale image to binary image to pixel co-ordinate image.
The holes do not form the regular pattern.

Typical values of these coefficients are:

Cy,0 = 0.72388 mm; Cy,1 = 0.01072 mm/pix; Cy,2 = 0.00009 mm/pix2;
Cx,0 = −76.92227 mm; Cx,1 = 0.01603 mm/pix; Cx,2 = −0.00008 mm/pix2;

This shows that a linear fit would have done a good job as well.
Because they are not forming a regular pattern, the actual co-ordinates of the hole
centers are defined by the measurements of the calibration device dimensions under
the electronic microscope. The maximal error in these measurements is ±0.01mm.
The error of fitting is less than ±0.01mm. These two errors yield that the resulting
calibration error is typically ±0.02mm.

3.5.2 Bubble contour

The two bubble views are analyzed separately because the procedures are different.
MATLAB treats the gray-scale images as matrices filled with the different values of
the gray-scale of the pixels. This makes it possible to subtract the image of the wall
from the image with the side-view from the bubble. What is left is a matrix with
zeros on the position where no bubble is and a non-zero number on the position where
the bubble is present. This makes it possible to let MATLAB recognize the bubble.
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Wall

In every measurement of 1 second, images of the growing bubbles are taken. First,
the images of a single bubble growth on the artificial cavity need to be selected. After
selecting a set of images the wall of the TFBG needs to be identified. The position
of the wall is used to determine the position of the bubble foot. This can be done by
uploading an image of the measurement without a bubble. MATLAB can identify the
edge of the TFBG and shows this in a binary image. Here the wall can be selected
and the co-ordinates will be saved. Figure 3.9 shows the images during the procedure.
The heat of the thin film disturbs the normally sharp edge of the wall. It makes the
image a little bit blurred due to the heat that causes density differences in front of
the thin film. This can be seen in the binary image of figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9. Procedure for determining the wall

Side-view

Due to the small dimensions of the bubble generator, the construction of the test
section and available space around it for optical set-up, the proper lighting was difficult
to install. For the side-view, back-ground diffused light is used (L2 in Fig. 3.6). For
the top-view, back-ground light L1 is blocked with the thin film and the other one, L3,
is coming to the bubble from the front, but a little bit shifted to the left, see Fig. 3.6.
Such a lighting causes the appearance of a shadow on the right side of the top-view
image and the ”moving” flash on the both view bubble images, see Fig. 3.7, Fig. 3.10
and Appendix C. The flash is ”moving” as the bubble is growing and that causes
extra problems for image analyses. Especially for this reason, extra filtering is used
to exclude the influence of those side effects on the bubble boundary determination.
Some of the steps of the image processing are presented in Fig. 3.10.
First, a special mask was implemented to detect the flash. This mask was used to

change the color of the flash from white to the same gray scale as the bubble has.
The object to be detected, the bubble, differs in contrast from the background image.
That is why the image contrast is increased. After this the binary gradient mask can
show lines of high contrast in the image and they can be filled. These lines do not
quite determine the outline of the bubble. Compared to the original image, the gaps
between the bubble and flash are observed. These gaps will disappear if such an image
is dilated using linear structuring elements. The binary gradient mask is dilated using
a vertical structuring element followed by a horizontal structuring element of a certain
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Figure 3.10. Procedure for determining bubble contour from the side-view

size. Finally, in order to make the segmented object look natural and to get back on
the proper size, it is smoothed by eroding the image twice with a diamond structuring
element. The last two images in Fig. 3.10 display the starting images of the bubble
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with an outline that represents the bubble contour before and after smoothing. To
smooth the contour, the Cartesian coordinates are replaced with polar ones with the
center inside the bubble. In Fig. 3.11, on the left, a typical example of the smoothing
is shown (abscissa is the angle, θ, and ordinate is the radius, r). The top of the
bubble is smoothed, at the places where the flash was detected, and it is at that point
where the highest error of a few pixels is registered. The lower, gray line, in Fig. 3.11
indicates the difference between the outer bubble line and the smoothed curve.
In Figure 3.11, on the right, an ellipsoid is fitted around the contour of the bubble.
It can be seen that the bubble has the shape of a truncated ellipse. From the fitted
ellipse value h can be determined, which is used later on to calculate geometrical
parameter λ = R/(2h). The side-view image is also used to determinate a bubble
foot and its contour, the leading and the trailing angle, radii of curvature in certain
points of the contour, a bubble ”height” (c) and the center of the ellipse fitted in the
bubble contour (h), for details see Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 3.11. Procedure of smoothing the bubble contour by use of polar coordinates (left)
and an ellipsoid fitted in the smoothed contour (right)

Top-view

Because the bubble does not have the shape of a truncated sphere also the view from
above needs to be analyzed for calculating the bubble volume. An image that shows
the edge between light and dark is created (figure 3.12 (b)). In this image four parts
of the boundary of the bubble need to be selected. The flow distorts the shape of the
bubble which can best be fitted with an ellipsoid, see figure 3.12 (c). MATLAB fits
an ellipsoid through these selected boundaries by use of special procedures. From this
ellipsoid the size of the minor axis a and the major axis b are determined and stored.
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a b

c d

Figure 3.12. Procedure for determining bubble contour from above (top-view)

3.5.3 Determining bubble volume

From the image process analysis for both views of the bubble, it is observed that it
has a shape of a truncated ellipsoid. The assumption is now made that, even if this
truncated ellipsoid is deformed due to water flow, its interface consists of the ellipses
with the center on the bubble ”central line”, see Fig. 3.13.
If the bubble contour is determined from the image processing of the sideview image

of the bubble, for every y coordinate there are two x coordinates of the curve, see
Fig. 3.14, left. These are used to define the ”central line”:

ycl = yi; xcl =
xi,max + xi,min

2
; (3.5)

where i=1,2,...,A,...TOP,...B,...m; and m is the number of the y coordinates for the
bubble contour. To plot a 3-D reconstruction of the bubble shape and to be able to
calculate its volume and interface surface, a central line is projected on the abscis
and major semi-axis, bi, of each of the ellipses that form the bubble surface, and is
defined as:

bi =
xi,max − xi,min

2
; (3.6)

A typical plot of the bi is shown in Figure 3.14 right.
The maximum ratio of the ellipses semi-axes, (ai/bi), can be determined from the
bubble top-view and it is assumed that this ratio, ErSA, is the same for all ellipses:

ErSA =
aTOP

bTOP
≡ aA

bA
≡ aB

bB
≡ . . . ≡ ai

bi
(3.7)

For each yi it is possible to write the equation of the ellipse:

x2
i

b2
i

+
z2
i

a2
i

=
x2

b2
i

+
z2
i

Er2
SA · b2

i

= 1 (3.8)
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Figure 3.13. Reconstruction of the bubble shape by use of the ellipses that have a center
on the ”central line”.

Figure 3.14. Bubble ”central line” (left) and major semi-axis, bTOP , of the ellipses (right).

This equation can be transformed to polar coordinates (by use of xi = ρ0 · sinϕ and
zi = ρ0 · cosϕ; for 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π):

ρ0 =

√
Er2

SA · b2
i

(ErSA · sin ϕ)2 + cos2 ϕ
(3.9)

After the conversion of the bubble dimensions from pixels to meters, there is enough
information to reconstruct the bubble shape and to calculate bubble volume and
surface, see Fig. 3.15.
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Figure 3.15. Reconstructed bubble volume for an image of the bubble 7 at approaching
flow of 0.1 m/s in the x-direction
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3.6 Error estimates

The mean liquid temperature is determined with two Platinum resistance thermome-
ters (Pt 100), positioned in the center of the pipe 0.58 m upstream and 0.22 m
downstream of the place where bubbles are created. The accuracy of these Pt100s is
±0.1oC, and it is determined by the calibration.
The temperature of the Titanium thin film is measured with an accuracy of 0.01 K.
The mass flow is measured by a rotameter with a maximum reading of 2500 l/h water
at 100oC. This corresponds to a bulk liquid velocity of 0.59 m/s. The flowmeter is
gauged to be 2% accurate. Small oscillations in the flow when the pump is working
unstably at the lowest flow rates, cause an inaccuracy of the liquid bulk velocity and
the error is always less than 0.01 m/s. The error in the LDV results is 5%.
The atmospheric pressure, which is used to calculate the pressure at the place where
bubbles are created, is obtained from a manometer with an accuracy of 10 Pa. Pres-
sure in the installation, 1.2 m above the bubble generator, is measured with a differ-
ential manometer with accuracy of 100 Pa. This one is only used as a reference to
what temperature the water should be preheated, to be subcooled just 2oC before the
bubbles are created. Room temperature is read from a thermometer with an accuracy
of 0.3oC.

Table 3.1. Estimates for the maximum errors in the measurements of temperature of the
liquid and thin film, time, bulk liquid velocity, position and pressure, respectively

Quantity maximum error Quantity maximum error
Tl 0.1 oC TTF 0.01 oC
velocity 0.01 m/s absolute time 37 µs
x, y, z 22 µm p 100 Pa

In the experiments, the growing and detaching bubbles are recorded with a high-speed
camera (pco 1200 hs). The camera is operated at a speed of 4,950 frames per second.
Bubble images are analyzed one by one with the MATLAB procedures described in
section 3.5. Accuracy of the bubble dimensions is defined by the fitting procedure,
spatial resolution of the camera and calibration; the error does not exceed 22 µm, see
section 3.5.
Delay time of the camera represents the maximum time interval between the moment
that camera is triggered and the actual moment when the camera starts to record im-
ages. In our measurements the camera delay time is 10µs, which is much lower than
the time between two images (202µs). Because the values of the camera delay time
and the response time of the CTA and the thin film are very small, see Section 3.2.1,
they hardly influence the measurement. The relative time error of two subsequent
images is less than 0.33µs.
From every set of images for a certain bubble, the bubble contour is measured as a
function of time. A computer program then processes the raw data to give the bubble
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center position and bubble radius as a function of time. As velocity is determined
from three or more frames, the probable error in the velocity is less than 3%. Finally,
in Table 3.6 the maximum errors to be expected in the measurements are given.



Chapter 4

Experimental Results

4.1 Aim and description of experiments

The experimental installation with the bubble generator and measuring equipment,
described in Chapter 3, was used to perform several series of ”bubble” experiments.
The aim of the experiments was to get better insight into the role of bubble deforma-
tions and individual forces working on a growing boiling bubble, by varying several
experimental parameters separately. Two main parameters are varied: the velocity of
the approaching water flow and the local superheating of the bubble generator. The
dependent variables are: bubble semi-axes, bubble volume and volume equivalent ra-
dius, foot radius, contact angles and distance from the center of fitted ellipse to the
wall.
The other important findings, related to the heat transfer analysis during the bubble
growth, are based on the LabView measurements of the fluid temperatures and the
voltages at the Wheaston bridge.
Before any ”bubble” experiments, LDV measurments are performed to determine the
bulk flow in the test section and bubble approaching velocity.

4.2 LDV Results

4.2.1 Flow pattern in a pipe

The profile of the approaching flow in the center of a pipe has been measured with
Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV). Typical velocity profiles around the axis of the
vertical tube without the bubble generator are shown in Fig. 4.1 for different values
of the approaching velocity. The oscillation of the flow caused by the irregular pump
operation, especially at lower flow rates, is used to plot the error bars. This value is
much higher than the RMS value of the measurements. The center of the pipe is at
radial coordinate: r = 0.
For reliable results the number of samples in LDV measurements, N , was determined.
For calculating this number of samples it is stated that the error of the mean velocity
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v̄ should be 0.5% and the RMS is required to be 10% of the mean velocity. Eq. 4.1 is
used to calculate, with a 95% confidence interval, that the number of samples should
be 1,600.

∆ū =
2RMS√
N − 1

(4.1)
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Figure 4.1. Measured velocity profile for various liquid flows detected by rotameter, in the
region 4 mm around the center of the pipe (pipe diameter D=38.7 mm).

The mean velocity ū and the RMS value of the mean velocity are calculated in
liquid flow by use of the following formulas:

ū =
N−1∑

i=0

1
N
· ui (4.2)

RMS =

√√√√
N−1∑

i=0

1
N

(ui − ū)2 (4.3)

The average error in the RMS value of the mean velocity is less than 1%. During
those measurements the temperature of the approaching flow was slightly below the
saturation temperature (Tl = 102oC). Viscosity of the water is changing with the
change of the temperature, and it appears in the expression for the Reynolds number
and influences the development of the velocity boundary layer at the position where
the bubbles are created.
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Determination of the average velocity

The approaching velocity in the center of the test section at temperatures near to
those that we used in our experiments is measured with LDV. The liquid flow, Q,
measured by the flowmeter was used to calculate the value of the bulk velocity, Ub,Q,
through the cross section of the test section, ATS :

Ub,Q = Q/ATS (4.4)

ATS = R2
pπ = (38.7 · 10−3)2π = 0.0011763 m2 (4.5)

This liquid flow, Q, was also compared with the approaching velocity of the liquid,
U ≡ Uc, and approximated bulk liquid velocity, Ub. From the measured centerline
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Figure 4.2. Maximum and average velocity. The RMS value is used to plot the error bars
for Ub and Uc, and the pump oscilations defined the error bars for Ub,Q.

velocity it is possible to determine the average or bulk velocity. Several equations are
necessary to calculate the average velocity iterative. First an initial guess has to be
made to calculate the Reynolds number.

Re =
UbD

ν
(4.6)
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Furthermore, the emperical correlations were used. The friction factor, f , can be cal-
culated with the Blasius equation, [57, page 602], and used to define the dimensionless
factor k, see [34, page 723]:

f = aRe−n (4.7)

k =
1√
f

(4.8)

The relation between the average velocity, Ub, and the measured centerline velocity,
Uc, is a function of the factor k, [11]:

Ub

Uc
=

2k2

(k + 1)(2k + 1)
(4.9)

This ratio (Ub

Uc
) is increasing with increasing flow. This corresponds to the theory that

with a higher flow profile gets more uniform.
The average or bulk velocity, Ub, as defined in Eq. 4.9, is compared with the bulk
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velocity Ub,Q, see Fig. 4.2. Agreement between those two is good. These results
are used during the measurements of the bubble growth and detachment to relate
readings from the rotameter, Q, to the velocity of the approaching flow, U , in the
center of the test section.
Finally, in Fig. 4.3 are plotted the measured and the predicted velocity profile [11],
calculated by use of:

Ur∗

Umax
= (1− r∗)1/k (4.10)

Here r∗ is the ratio of the radial coordinate and the radius of the test section, (r/R).
The plots showed good agreement between the predicted and measured velocities.

4.2.2 Flow pattern at the position of the bubble generator

At a temperature of 98oC it is not possible to measure the velocity boundary layer
developed at the bubble generator by LDV, because of the thickness of the laser
beam. The closest measurements of the velocity were at 0.8 mm away from the
bubble generator wall, and that was at least twice as big as the estimated boundary
layer thickness at the position of the cavity, see Tab. 4.1.

Figure 4.4. Positions where LDV measurements are performed

Estimated Velocity Boundary layer

First, the flow regime at the position of the cavity should be checked. This position-
lace on the plate where the transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs can be
approximated by the well known expression, see [57, page 480]:

xtr =
Retrνl

U
(4.11)
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Here the transition Reynolds number is 5 · 105 and the velocity U is equal to the
measured centerline velocity, UC . In the performed experiments velocity was in the
range from 0.10 m/s to 0.23 m/s. xC is the distance between the cavity and the front
edge of the glass rod and it is typically 1.95 mm, see Fig. 3.3. A much smaller value
of xC than the calculated transition distance, xtr = (1.4 − 0.61) m, means that the
boundary layer at the position where the bubble appears is laminar.
The thickness of a velocity boundary layer at the position where the cavity is, is
estimated by use of the following formula from [11]:

δU =

√
1260
37

· νlxC

U
(4.12)

It is assumed that the laminar boundary layer development for flow along a heated
plate is applicable to the boundary layer development for the bubble generator. Equa-
tion 4.12 can be used if the approaching liquid is Newtonian and the wetted surface
of the plate is maintained at constant temperature. During the measurements the
temperature of the thin film is kept constant and a small area of the glass rod in front
of it has a slightly lower temperature but that is neglected. This will be envisaged
later, see Heat Transfer Analysis in Section 5.2.
The liquid temperature in the presented experiments, is (105±1)◦C and the kinematic
viscosity, νl, is 2.8 · 10−7m2/s. The distance xC is typically 1.95 mm, see Fig. 3.4.
Approaching velocities are in the range from 0.1 to 0.23 m/s. At the position of the
cavity, the boundary layer thickness is estimated at 0.43 mm for a mean approaching
velocity U of 0.1 m/s, and it is 0.28 mm at U = 0.23 m/s. The typical dimension
in radial direction, c, of a detaching bubble is more than 1 mm at the lowest flow
velocity used in the measurements, see Fig. 4.5.

Table 4.1. Boundary layer thickness estimated by the empirical equation Eq. 4.12.

Pos. νl = 1 · 10−6m2/s at Tl ≈ 20oC νl = 2.78 · 10−7m2/s at Tl ≈ 105oC
Q 250 l/h 650 l/h 250 l/h 650 l/h
U 0.10 m/s 0.21 m/s 0.10 m/s 0.21 m/s
1 2.41 mm 1.66 mm 1.27 mm 0.88 mm
2 1.80 mm 1.24 mm 0.95 mm 0.66 mm
3 0.82 mm 0.56 mm 0.43 mm 0.30 mm

Measured Velocity Boundary layer

In order to define the boundary layer thickness, LDV measurements around the bubble
generator at the liquid temperature of 20oC were performed. The kinematic viscosity
of the water, νl, at 20oC is 10.06 ·10−7m2/s. The estimated boundary layer thickness
at the position of cavity was 0.86 mm for an approach velocity of 0.10 m/s. At 15 mm
above the cavity the velocity boundary layer was estimated to be 2.54 mm; and at
7.5 mm above the cavity it was 1.9 mm, see Fig. 4.4. The agreement between approx-
imations (dashed line, δU ) and measured boundary layer was good, see Fig. 4.6. The
center of the pipe, where the plane of the thin film is, is at y = 0 in Fig. 4.4. Results
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Figure 4.5. Predicted velocity profile and boundary layer thickness at the position of the
cavity and the typical values of the bubble dimension c at 0.10 m/s

of the LDV measurements at 20oC are plotted for the five different cross sections of
the pipe: up- and down- flow and at the position of the cavity, see Fig. 4.4. For higher
flows this boundary layer is smaller.
Apparently, in our measurements with water at more than 105oC bubbles started
growing at the cavity in an undeveloped laminar sublayer, but they outgrow it rapidly
and during the last half of their growth time they are more than 3 times bigger than the
velocity boundary layer: 0.43 mm versus bubble radial dimension c = (1.3± 0.1)mm
at U = 0.10m/s; 0.30 mm versus c = (1.1± 0.2)mm at U = 0.23m/s. The saturation
temperature was 107.7oC at measured pressure in the test section of 132.5 kPa.
In Fig. 4.6, at the position where cavity was (position 3), a considerable increase in
velocity is observed, especially for higher values of the flow. This effect is smaller at
the cross section at position 2 and it almost disappears downstream at position 1. The
reason for this measured peak is that our bubble generator is not indefinitely small
and its cross section blocks certain area of the chancel cross section. It is possible
that this velocity increase causes an extra component of the lift force on the bubble
and faster detachment, but we are not able to define it at the moment and consider
it in the model.
From the LDV measurements at positions 4 and 5, it is possible to observe how the
bubble generator affects the flow just in front of it. It is a consequence of its shape.
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Figure 4.6. Measured velocity profile around the bubble generator at Tl = 20oC; δU is
approximated boundary layer at the place of cavity by use of Eq. 4.12.

4.3 Bubble growth and deformations

4.3.1 Bubble semi-axes

Deformation of a bubble is conveniently quantified using the main axes a, b and c
as defined in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8. In Fig. 4.8 the border of our bubble volume is
represented by the dotted line. A small part of bubble contour, just in front of the
wall, is blurred due to the temperature and water density gradient. That was the
reason why the bubble foot was defined 1 pixel away from the wall (that is not more
than 0.007 mm). This way the omitted part of the volume is also not accounted for
during the heat transfer and force analysis. The neglected volume does not exceed
more than 3% of the bubble volume and it should not considerably influence the results
presented in this thesis. Because it is much smaller than the rest of the defined bubble
volume, Vb, it should not affect the model prediction of the hydrodynamic forces which
strongly depends on Vb, see Eq. 5.26. All geometrical parameters of the vapor bubble
that we are interested in are at least two orders of magnitude bigger than 0.007 mm.
In Fig. 4.9 a typical history of bubble growth for a certain value of the velocity of

the approaching flow is shown.
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Figure 4.7. Two-side view od a boiling bubble at U=0.14 m/s, p=132 kPa, Tl = 105oC,
TTF = 142.1oC; (left: side-view, right: top-view)

Figure 4.8. Geometry used in the modeling of the forces acting on the bubble

The time is made dimensionless with:

t′ =
t− to
td − to

(4.13)

This time scale is not influenced by the bubble growth time and bubble volume, and
that is why we are using it. This will enable us to compare different bubbles. The
bubble growth time and its volume are slightly different for each bubble even when
the same preset conditions are used. The temperature inside the approaching tur-
bulent flow is fluctuating all the time and that will determine the final temperature
conditions of our system.

In Eq. 4.13 to is the instant of time when no bubble is recorded, just before the
bubble appears and td is the instant of time when the bubble is still attached to the
wall, just before detachment. Before to there is no bubble and it can appear in the
time between the first two images, during 0.202 ms. It is also known that at td the
bubble is attached and that at the next image it is detached, so detachment must
have happened during the time interval of 0.202 ms. This enables us to approximate
the maximum error that we are making if we assume that growth time, Tgrowth, is the
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Figure 4.9. Typical histories of bubble dimensions at 0.14 m/s

difference between td and to. The maximum error is typically less than 3% of Tgrowth

for the typical bubble presented in the following analysis.
Therefore, the starting point of curves, which would define the bubble’s semi-axes, is
somewhere between 0 and 0.07 ms; see bubble initiation stage (IS) in Fig. 4.9. For
this period of time it is not possible to measure bubble dimensions anyway, because
the bubble is too small and its image is blurred.
The view perpendicular to the wall, the top-view in Fig. 4.7 right, shows a near-circle
with the semi-axis b slightly exceeding semi-axis a, which means that the bubble is
elongated in the direction of the flow. These two variables reach their maximum value
before the bubble reaches its maximum volume. Then they stay constant for a short
period of time, when the third dimension (c−h) continues increasing, see Fig. 4.9. At
the very beginning the bubble is flattened parallel to the wall and before detachment
it is elongated in the direction perpendicular to and away from the wall.

On Fig. 4.10 histories of bubble growth are shown for different values of the velocity
of the approaching flow in dimensionless time, t′. To be able to follow the main trends
for different bubbles in one measurement, the values of the semi-axes are divided by
the maximum value of b for each bubble.
Variables a/bmax and b/bmax reach their maximum value before a bubble reaches

its maximum volume, see Fig. 4.15. Then they stay constant for a short period of
time, when the third dimension (c − h)/bmax starts increasing rapidly, see Fig. 4.10
(changing the inclination for 30% of the bubble growth time - Tgrowth). That means
that the bubble is elongated in the direction perpendicular to and away from the
wall. In this second half of the bubble growth bubble volume remains approximately
constant, see Section 4.3.3. This increase of (c−h)/bmax is compensated by the slowly
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Figure 4.10. Lengths of bubble semi-axes at different approaching velocities; lines are used
to show the trends. See Appendix E for the values of the bmax.
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decrease of a and b/bmax, somewhere after 60% of the bubble growth time.
For approaching velocity 0.1 m/s, the semi-axis of the ellipsoidal bubble, normal to
the wall, (c−h)/bmax does not exceed a/bmax and b/bmax before detachment, for most
of the observed bubbles. That is not the case for higher velocities, see Fig. 4.10. On
those graphs, semi-axes are divided by the maximum value of the biggest semi-axis
b/bmax during bubble growth, to enable us to see the main trends independently of
the heat used to generate the bubble.
One more thing can be observed at Fig. 4.10. Semi-axis (c−h)/bmax is almost constant
in the short period in the beginning of the bubble growth. It seems that this period is
increasing with increasing approaching fluid velocity. After that short period of time,
the length of this semi-axis is changing linearly during the rest of the bubble growth
time. Spreading of measured values is more present in case of higher values of the
fluid velocity.

4.3.2 Distance of the center of fitted ellipse from the wall

The distance of the center of the fitted ellipsoid to the wall h for the side view of the
bubble, shown on Fig. 4.8, is increasing during the bubble growth, see Fig. 4.11. In
the first period of growth this is independent of the bubble size, but in the later stage
of the growth this value varies due to variation in bubble size and bubble deformation.
This parameter is bigger before the detachment when the fluid velocity is lower. This
h is related to the bubble volume.
In Fig. 4.12 the ratio (h/Req) is plotted as a function of time. The dependency is

linear, with more spreading in case of higher approaching flow. In the short period
just after the bubble appears this ratio is smaller, because the bubble is growing very
fast and it is pressed to the wall by the hydrodynamic inertia forces.
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Figure 4.11. h at different approaching velocities; solid lines are used to show the trends.
See Appendix E for the values of h for individual bubbles.
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Figure 4.12. Ratio h/Req at different approaching velocities; solid lines are used to show
the trends. See Appendix E for the values of Req,max and h for individual bubbles.
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Figure 4.13. Typical history of bubble equivalent radius (bubble 9 at U=0.14 m/s)

4.3.3 Equivalent radius

The volume-equivalent bubble radius, Req is defined as the radius of a truncated
sphere with the same volume as the bubble. The actual volume of the bubble is
determined numerically using the reconstructed 3D-shape of the bubble. It is noted
that no symmetry axis is assumed.
The spatial resolution of the camera, the image filtering operations and the calibra-
tion induce an uncertainty in Req that is estimated to be ±0.02mm.
Figure 4.13 shows the typical history of the bubble equivalent radius. In the begin-

ning the bubble grows rapidly and the maximum volume of the bubble is achieved
somewhere at the beginning of the second half of the bubble growth time. After that
the bubble volume remains approximately constant. Increase of c and h is compen-
sated by a slow decrease of a and b until the end of the bubble growth time.
Figure 4.14 shows that with increase of the velocity of the approaching flow the
equivalent radius is decreasing. Spreading of Req appear due to different tempera-
ture conditions and turbulent flow. This spread of the measured Req increases with
increase of the bulk velocity.
For the lower values of the velocity of the approaching flow, the maximum volume

of the bubble is achieved somewhere in the beginning of the second half of the bub-
ble growth time (see Fig. 4.15, for Uc = 0.10 − 0.16m/s). For higher approaching
velocities this maximum volume is achieved faster, for example: for 0.14 m/s it is at
65% of the growth time Tgrowth and for 0.23 m/s it is already at 45% Tgrowth. It
is also noticeable in Fig. 4.14 that at higher values of the flow velocity, the volume-
equivalent bubble diameter starts decreasing before detachment. Cooling of the top
of the bubble that is intruding the flow away from the wall is a probable reason for
that.
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Figure 4.14. Bubble equivalent radius at different approaching velocities. Lines Req(t
′)

are not crossing, see Figures: 5.13, 5.14 and 5.16. Solid lines are used to show the trends;
broken lines indicate twice standard deviation values. See Appendix E for the values of Req

for individual bubbles.
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Figure 4.15. Ratio Req/Req.max and radius of the bubble foot at different approaching
velocities; lines are used to show the trends. See Appendix E for the values of Req,max for
individual bubbles.
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Detachment radius

With a flow velocity increase the equivalent radius just before detachment is decreas-
ing. Spreading of Req, d appear due to different temperature conditions and turbulent
flow. This spread of the measured Req increases with increase of the bulk velocity,
see Tab. 4.2.

Table 4.2. Measured Req and Rfoot shortly before detachment

Qr[l/h]1 Ul [m/s] Tsat[oC]2 Tl[oC]3 TTF [oC] Req,d[mm]4 Rfoot,d[mm]4

250 0.10 107.7 105.0 142.2 0.69± 0.04 0.20± 0.01
400 0.14 107.7 105.7 141.9 0.59± 0.04 0.19± 0.02
450 0.16 107.7 105.5 145.6 0.61± 0.05 0.19± 0.03
550 0.18 107.7 106.1 145.2 0.51± 0.05 0.17± 0.03
600 0.20 107.7 105.8 141.7 0.50± 0.05 0.15± 0.04
650 0.23 107.7 105.2 141.8 0.50± 0.06 0.17± 0.04

1A measurements error of flowmeter has been determined by calibration, ±5l/h.
2Abs.pressure in the installation at the location of the BG was constant (132 kPa) and Tsat is table

value from [10].
3A measurements error of water flow temp. has been determined by calibration, ±0.3K.
4Each value after the symbol ”±” presents a spread with a 95% chance, given by twice the standard

deviation.

4.3.4 Foot radius

In Fig. 4.15 the change of the bubble foot radius, Rfoot, during the bubble growth is
presented. This Rfoot has an important role in the calculation of the surface tension
and pressure correction forces on the bubble.
The bubble foot was defined 1 pixel (or less than 0.007 mm) away from the wall during
the process of image processing, see also Section 4.3.1. It was not possible to define
it precisely at the wall due to intensive blurring in front of it. The influence of such a
choice of the bubble foot, Rfoot, that will determine some of the forces acting on the
bubble is investigated in the model analysis, Section 5.3.3.
In the first stage of observed bubble growth, while the bubble is growing fast, the
bubble foot is growing too, see Fig. 4.15. Then, approximately at 30% of the bubble
growth time, the bubble foot reaches its maximum value. This moment is different for
bubbles of the different size, but after this moment, the bubble foot starts decreasing
almost linearly in time. With the increase of the velocity of the approaching flow,
the bubble foot before the detachment, Rfoot,d is decreasing a little, see Fig. 4.15 and
Table 4.2. Beside the velocity, temperature conditions have influence on Rfoot,d.
The last image of the bubble before detachment is not taken at the same stage of
growth for each bubble. That causes a spread in data.
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4.3.5 Contact Angles

Figure 4.16. Macro and micro scales for the bubble

Contact angles are not the real contact angles because they cannot be observed
at the wall, see Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.4. Precursor films with thicknesses of a few
µm typically cannot be observed. Actually, contact angles are the angles that the
tangents on the bubble contour defined from the bubble side-view image, at the point
where it crosses the bubble foot, form with the vertical plane. Contact angles defined
in such a way should not be different from the real macro contact angles that the
bubble contour forms with the wall, see Fig. 4.16.
If the velocity of the approaching flow equals 0.1 m/s (lowest value in our experi-
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Figure 4.17. Measured contact angles at 0.10 m/s are indicated with + (leading angle αl)
and × (trailing angle βt). The solid lines for change of contact angles on the right hand side
are merely given to clearly show the trends.

ments) there are two trends in the change of the leading and the trailing angles during
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the bubble growth, see Fig. 4.17. In the first case (upper lines) values of contact an-
gles decrease from 70o, in the first stage of growth, to approximately 50o, remains
around that value for some time and then increase to 60o just before detachment.
In the other case (lower lines), these contact lines also start at approximately the
same value, but then at one moment, just before the bubble reaches its maximum
volume, their value drops from 50o to 30o and for some time fluctuate around that
value. In the last stage of the growth it increases to 40o. Contact angles in the range
39± 3o at bubble detachment were observed in forced-convection boiling experiments
by Koumoutsos et al., [38]; their bulk water velocity was 0.135 m/s.
In our experiments in near-uniform approaching flow higher than 0.10 m/s, contact

angles have values which are nearly the same, especially for higher flows, see Fig. 4.18.
For some medium velocities of 0.14 m/s and 0.16 m/s, in the beginning the contact
angles are almost equal, but later on during the growth the trailing angle exceeds the
leading one almost till the last stage of the bubble growth when their values again
come close to each other, see Fig. 4.18.
Before detachment, both contact angles are near 60o, and the leading just slightly
exceeds the trailing one. The maximal error for the contact angles is ±3o. For most
of the bubbles, at different approaching flow, the leading angle was exceeding the
trailing one, just before the detachment. This will be discussed later on in section
5.1.4.
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Figure 4.18. Contact angles at different approaching velocities. See Appendix E for the
values of Req,max for individual bubbles.
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4.4 Power measurements

4.4.1 Provided power histories

A typical example of instantaneous measurements of the power provided to the bubble
generator is presented in Fig. 4.19. Each time a sharp peak occurs, a bubble appears.
Peaks which are not sharp do not correspond to bubble creation at the cavity, see the
change of the power between the bubbles marked as 8 and 9 in Fig. 4.19. The recorded
movies showed that there were no bubbles at the observed area at those moments.
Probably, the patches of slightly colder liquid passed in front of the heating element
and there was not enough energy to form a bubble.
Bubbles 2 and 6 on Fig. 4.19 had to be excluded from analysis because we couldn’t
analyze them for all stages of growth. These bubbles exceeded the observation area.
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Figure 4.19. Typical example of history of the electric power to the BG at 0.10 m/s

4.4.2 Relation between provided power and bubble volume

The minimum value of the electric power to the bubble generator, Pmin, increases
with the increase of the velocity of the approaching flow if the temperature conditions
are similar, see Fig. 4.20. The differences between thin film and liquid temperature,
(TTF − Tl), are close in case U = 0.16m/s and U = 0.18m/s, but the measured value
of Pmin is smaller for the measurements at 0.16 m/s. That means that with higher
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Figure 4.20. Change of the Pmin versus temperature of the temperature difference between
the thin film and the liquid; (∗0.10m/s, +0.14m/s, ◦0.16m/s, ♦0.18m/s, M 0.20m/s)

approaching velocity and identical temperature differences heat losses are higher, as
is to be expected for convective heat transfer. In section 5.2.1 it is shown that the
convective heat transfer coefficient is propotional to the square root of the liquid ve-
locity.
The same observation is if we compare measurements at U = 0.14m/s and U =
0.20m/s, when the temperature differences are similar and Pmin is higher for higher
liquid velocity.
At U = 0.16m/s the temperature of the thin film is approximately 3.9oC higher and
the temperature difference (TTF − Tl) is also 4.2oC larger. The temperature con-
ditions are quite different and that is why measured Pmin have similar values for
U = 0.16m/s and U = 0.20m/s. Beside losses in the system, these temperature con-
ditions are determining heat transfer during bubble growth and detachment volume
of the bubble. This is discussed in detail in section 5.2.
Figure 4.20 shows also that Pmin decreases linearly with the temperature difference

between the thin film and liquid for a certain value of the velocity of the approaching
flow, U . It is well known that the heat delivered to the liquid flow from the heated
wall by forced convection is proportional to the temperature difference (TTF − Tl),
[10]. The accuracy of Pmin is very high due to the fast data acquisition system which
captures values of bridge voltages. The error of the measured liquid and thin film
temperature mainly defines the error bars in Fig. 4.20.
The difference between the minimum and maximum value of the power provided by
the bubble generator during the bubble growth (Pmax − Pmin) has an influence on
the detaching volume of the bubble, Vdet, see Fig. 4.21.
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On the other hand, the detaching volume increases when the bubble growth time
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Figure 4.21. Detaching bubble volume versus difference of the maximum and mini-
mum measured power during bubble growth (∗0.10m/s, +0.14m/s, ◦0.16m/s, ♦0.18m/s, M
0.20m/s)

increases. Results are presented in Fig. 4.22. For a fixed velocity this dependency is
almost linear. It seems that the inclination of these lines decreases with increasing of
approaching liquid velocity, but this relation is not straightforward because temper-
ature conditions will also determine when a bubble will detach. That is concluded
from the combined information presented in Fig. 4.21 and Fig. 4.23. The detaching
bubble volume is a function of (Pmax − Pmin), and this depends on the temperature
difference between the thin film and the liquid, (TTF − Tl), see Fig. 4.23. The tem-
perature conditions define (Pmax − Pmin) and that plays an important role in the
process of bubble growth and detachment.
From the results presented above it can be seen that dependency of the detaching
volume on the approaching velocity, thin film temperature and liquid temperature is
anything but straightforward.
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Figure 4.24. Approximated liquid temperature and velocity profile next to the thin film
for two typical measurements at 0.10 and 0.16 m/s

4.4.3 Estimated Temperature Boundary layer

The liquid flow in the test section is turbulent, but the boundary layer at the position
where the bubble appears is laminar, see section 4.2.2. Boundary layer approximations
for steady, laminar flow of incompressible fluids over a solid surface are applicable to
the case of the water flow around the bubble generator in the center of the pipe. By
including the boundary layer equation for energy transport, the temperature profiles
near solid surfaces can be obtained, see [11] pp.387-390. The Schlichting solution [57]
for the temperature boundary layer profile near a heated flat plate, for ∆ = δT /δU < 1
is given by the following equation:

Twall − T

Twall − Tl
= 2

(
y

∆δU

)
− 2

(
y

∆δU

)3

+
(

y

∆δU

)4

(4.14)

The temperature of the heated plate is constant and that corresponds to the conditions
in the experiments performed. δU (x) is defined with Eq. 4.12. In Eq. 4.14 ∆ ≈ Pr−1/3

and the Prandtl number, Pr, is 1.67. The thermal boundary layer thickness at the
position of the cavity is approximated to be 0.24 mm at 0.23 m/s and 0.36 mm at
0.1 m/s, by use of relation: δT = ∆ · δU . Based on Eq. 4.14 and the measured
temperature of the thin film and approaching liquid during our measurements the
temperature profiles at the place where the cavity is are plotted in Figure 4.24.

The existence of a thermal boundary layer with superheated liquid near a heated
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surface was observed by interferometry by Lučić et al. [46]. These are the only
measurements of the temperature gradient near the heated wall in forced convection
boiling available. Their channel was smaller and rectangular, (8x10)mm. Flow in it
was developed turbulent flow and, most important of all, measurements are performed
in the boundary layer at the wall. Bulk velocities of the water in their experiments
were higher Ub = 0.22m/s, but if we take the velocity in the boundary layer where the
measurements have been performed (at y=0.5mm), they correspond to the approach-
ing velocity which we used in the center of the mock-up U = 0.18m/s. Temperature
difference (Twall − Tl) was 2oC, which is much smaller than in our measurements.
These are the reasons why their measured thermal ”boundary” layer is thicker than 1
mm. Conditions in those experiments are different than in ours, but they confirmed
that a thermal boundary layer exists even in the forced convection boiling.
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Table 4.3. U = 0.10 m/s;

Bubble.No. Pmax − Pmin[W ] Pmin[W ] TTF [oC] hE,prov./hV [%]
1∗ 0.091 0.383 141.8 23
3♦ 0.103 0.385 142.2 24
4◦ 0.108 0.370 143.1 25
5× 0.111 0.373 142.6 25
7¤ 0.106 0.386 141.9 25
8. 0.101 0.390 141.7 25
9/ 0.102 0.383 142.0 25

Table 4.4. U = 0.14 m/s;

Bubble.No. Pmax − Pmin[W ] Pmin[W ] TTF [oC] hE,prov./hV [%]
1∗ 0.103 0.440 142.1 26
2♦ 0.074 0.441 142.1 26
4◦ 0.093 0.441 142.1 27
5× 0.088 0.470 140.4 26
6¨ 0.075 0.454 141.4 26
7¤ 0.081 0.494 139.4 26
8. 0.073 0.462 141.2 26
9+ 0.086 0.453 141.8 26
10/ 0.094 0.478 140.2 26

Table 4.5. U = 0.16 m/s;

Bubble.No. Pmax − Pmin[W ] Pmin[W ] TTF [oC] hE,prov./hV [%]
1∗ 0.190 0.578 146.8 45
2♦ 0.229 0.604 145.9 45
3 M 0.194 0.624 145.2 45
4◦ 0.256 0.587 146.5 43
5× 0.198 0.628 145.4 43
6¨ 0.183 0.636 144.8 43
7¤ 0.194 0.584 146.5 43
8. 0.141 0.615 145.5 43
9+ 0.172 0.633 145.0 43
10/ 0.194 0.624 144.7 43

Symbols used in tables next to the bubble number are used later in Figures: 4.22,
5.10, 5.13, 5.14 and 5.16. For more data of the individual bubbles See Appendix E.
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Table 4.6. U = 0.18 m/s;

Bubble.No. Pmax − Pmin[W ] Pmin[W ] TTF [oC] hE,prov./hV [%]
4∗ 0.148 0.729 145.6 34
6N 0.135 0.745 145.0 39
10× 0.154 0.742 145.7 38
11♦ 0.149 0.751 145.4 41
16¤ 0.129 0.770 144.6 41
18. 0.125 0.776 144.9 41
21¥ 0.150 0.725 146.0 41
22 I 0.119 0.785 144.5 41
23• 0.150 0.752 145.4 41
25 J 0.149 0.757 145.5 42
27F 0.150 0.763 145.2 40
31/ 0.128 0.761 144.8 40

Table 4.7. U = 0.20 m/s;

Bubble.No. Pmax − Pmin[W ] Pmin[W ] TTF [oC] hE,prov./hV [%]
1∗ 0.092 0.602 142.2 29
2♦ 0.109 0.629 141.6 31
4N 0.084 0.643 140.8 31
5◦ 0.071 0.606 142.4 31
8× 0.094 0.651 140.9 25
10¤ 0.084 0.615 142.2 27
11. 0.123 0.647 140.9 29
12+ 0.089 0.624 141.5 38
13/ 0.120 0.583 143.0 30

Symbols used in tables next to the bubble number are used later in Figures: 4.22,
5.10, 5.13, 5.14 and 5.16. For more data of the individual bubbles See Appendix E.
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Chapter 5

Analysis

There are three main aspects in the interpretation of the presented results: to analyze
bubble growth and deformations, to look how heat transfer influences the bubble
growth and in the end to compare how the results of the analytical model of the
forces acting on the bubble corresponds with the calculations based on the image
process results (bubble growth and deformations).

5.1 Bubble growth

5.1.1 Equivalent radius

It is noticeable in Fig. 4.14 that with increasing flow velocity, the volume-equivalent
bubble diameter decreases.
A general trend presented in Table 4.2 is that the detachment radius decreases with
increasing approach velocity of the liquid, U, but the decrease is only about 26% for
a 130% increase of liquid velocity. At first sight, this decrease seems to be smaller
than what is usually observed, but the reason is clear: in the present study the actual
approach velocity is used, outside the developing boundary layer, whereas in earlier
investigations for bubbles created in a channel, the velocity at the center of the bubble
was used. For example, a detachment radius of about 0.59 mm was found at Ubulk =
0.13 m/s by van Helden [31], but the corresponding approach velocity at the bubble
was only U = 0.10 m/s; and a radius of about 0.3 mm was found for Ubulk = 0.52 m/s,
corresponding to an approach velocity of U = 0.33 m/s. These were bubbles created
at a heated stainless steel strip with an artificial nucleation site with a diameter of
37 m, embedded and flushed in the wall. The present site has an equivalent diameter
of (20 ± 5)µm. The approaching liquid velocities between the wall and the bubble
are higher than in the case of van Helden, since in the present measurements the wall
boundary layer is not developed. A decrease of about 26%, shown in Fig. 4.14 and
Tab. 4.2, therefore, corresponds well with previous measurements.
Such findings agree with Al-Hayes and Winterton’s results, [1]. They studied vapor
bubbles taking off into an upward shear flow of water.
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This result is also what is expected on physical arguments: as liquid velocity increases,
hydrodynamic forces increase, leading to earlier detachment. For higher velocities,
the temperature boundary layer is smaller and losses of the heat due the convection
higher.

5.1.2 Geometrical parameter of the truncated sphere: λ

Only one geometrical parameter suffices to define the shape of a truncated sphere.
Here we take it to be the ratio of the radius to twice the distance of the center of the
ellipsoid to the wall, λ = Req/(2h). When the bubble is spherical and just touching
the wall λ is 0.5. The bubble shapes measured are close to a truncated ellipsoid,
see Fig. 4.7. However, some differences occur, especially in the beginning and end of
the growth time. In the early stage the bubble growth is fast and inertia presses the
bubble to the wall, causing flattening parallel to the wall. The bubble subsequently
relaxes and contracts in the direction away from the wall. Those deformations will
define the detaching mechanism of the vapor bubble.
Measured values of λ are much larger than 1 while the bubble is flattened parallel
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Figure 5.1. Typical example of parameter λ during the bubble growth

to the wall in the first part of its growth, see encircled points in Fig. 5.1. Parameter
λ is smaller than 0.5 shortly before the bubble detaches, when it is elongated in the
direction perpendicular and away from the wall. During this stage a ”neck” is formed
joining the almost spherical bubble to the heated surface.
Although Fig. 5.1, as well as other figures to come, may show results for λ > 1, only
the results for which 1 ≥ λ ≥ 0.5 holds are considered in the analysis. The reason is
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that the present status of the analytical model only yields values for the added mass
coefficients when λ is in this range. For the mentioned cases the bubble geometry
deviates from the shape assumed in the analytical model, and no force prediction is
available.

5.1.3 Bubble foot

Van Stralen et al. in [59] observed that the initial mode of hemispherical growth oc-
curs only during an initial period of bubble growth, during his experiments in water,
pool boiling at subatmospheric pressures of 27-2 kPa. He observed that both the de-
parture time and the departure radius decrease substantially with increasing pressure.
Pressures in our installation, on the location where the bubbles have been generated,
of 1.2-1.4 bar resulted in much smaller departure time and departure radius than van
Stralen et al. observed. They observed that during the hemispherical growth period
the ratio of the bubble foot (contact) radius and bubble volume equivalent radius
(Rfoot/Req) was constant for a relatively short period of time, and afterwards it was
decreasing. On our recordings of the bubble growth, we can observe this kind of
hemispherical growth of the bubble just on the first image on which bubble appears.
But the bubble is at that moment too small and too blurred, so we cannot extract its
geometrical parameters.
In Fig. 5.2 this ratio (Rfoot/Req) from our measurements, for four different velocities
of the approaching fluid, is plotted. Just in the beginning this ratio deviates a little
from the almost linear dependency. Spreading is larger if the bulk velocity is higher,
but this linear trend during the bubble growth is obvious.
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Figure 5.2. Ratio Rfoot/Req at different approaching velocities; solid lines are used to show
the trends. See Appendix E for the values of Req for individual bubbles.
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Figure 5.3. Enlarged detail from the Fig. 4.17

5.1.4 Contact Angles

”Separation” of the two trends described in the section 4.3.5 for an approaching flow
of 0.10 m/s happens just before the volume of the bubble reaches its maximum value,
see Fig. 4.17. This is possible to see from the plot of the Req/Req,max on the same
figure. We can zoom in for those moments of ”separation”, as it is shown on Fig. 5.3,
and observe what is happening with the ratio of area of the bubble foot and bubble
surface, Afoot/Ab, at the same moment, see Fig. 5.4. Here Afoot is assumed to be
the ellipse, and Ab is surface area of the reconstructed bubble which has a shape of
truncated ellipsoid. For bubbles (¤, ∗,×, /), at the specific moment when the vales of
contact angles rapidly decrease, this ratio Afoot/Ab is noticeably increasing above the
values presented as a broken line in Fig. 5.4. Those bubbles have a tendency to have
lower values of contact angles in the second half of the growth. The other four bubbles
(◦, ¦, .,4) have in this critical period of growth significantly lower value of Afoot/Ab,
below the broken line, and for those bubbles contact angles remain constant, around
a value of 50o in the second half of the growth time.

Beside this analysis, it is investigated whether the following parameters had a cer-
tain influence on the changing of the contact angles during the bubble growth: c/h,
a/b, a/bc, 2(c− h)/c, (2(c− h)− c)/h, h/Rfoot, c/Rfoot and radius of the curvature
on the top of the bubble (Rtop). Those parameters are not systematically dependent
on any of those two trends which are happening for the flow velocity of 0,1 m/s.
It is found that the ratio of the third dimension of the bubble, perpendicular to the
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Figure 5.4. Change of the ratio of the bubble foot area and the free surface of the bubble
during the bubble growth time

wall, and its maximum value during the bubble growth (c/cmax) could also be used
for the analysis of those two trends for contact angles. Again, it is observed the pe-
riod of the growth when those two trends are separating. It is noticeable that bubbles
(¤, ∗,×, /), which have in this specific moment the lower value of (c/cmax) have a
tendency to follow the trends of changing the contact angles in the second half of the
bubble growth, see Fig. 5.5 (broken line represents the separation line). The other
four bubbles (◦, ¦, .,4) have a lightly higher value of (c/cmax) and for those bubbles
contact angles remain constant, around a value of 50o in the second half of the bubble
growth time.
Apparently, bubbles which are more ”flattened”, pressed to the wall, at the moment

when they achieve maximum volume, will remain more ”compact” and more pressed
to the wall during the remaining period of growth before detachment and that’s why
contact angles of those bubbles will be smaller.
When bubbles with higher value of (c/cmax) achieve maximum volume, they have a
higher possibility that they will deform more in the later stage of the growth, espe-
cially in direction away from the wall and that they will form a so called ”neck” just
before the detachment. See Appendix C.

Results presented in Fig. 4.18 bring us to the conclusion that the change of the
contact angles and their difference during the bubble growth in the nearly uniform
approaching flow depends on the bulk velocity.
Surface tension forces are apparently high enough to prevent bending of the entire
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Figure 5.5. Change of the ratio of (c/cmax) during the bubble growth time

bubble in the direction of flow. This is clearly observed from those measured values of
leading (upstream) and trailing (downstream) contact angles, as defined in Fig. 4.8.
Measured leading and trailing angles are roughly the same, and that causes the val-
ues of (αl − βt) to be scattered around zero. This result is contrary to the earlier
observation in our lab in the presence of a velocity gradient at the wall, [31], when the
leading angle was always exceeding the trailing contact angle, with difference values
up to 30o. For bubbles growing at the wall, in the boundary layer, leading angles were
around 40o and trailing angles were around 70o for the 0,1 m/s bulk velocity. The
present angles of about 50o (Fig. 4.18) are definitely different from the case of bubbles
growing at the wall. Because of gravity and drag in x-direction there is an obvious
need for a compensating, adhering force in this direction parallel to the wall. This
compensating force component may come from the small differences in trailing and
leading angles, but also from shape deformation and corresponding inertia shortly
before detachment. Since measurement accuracy of the angles does not allow an ac-
curate determination of the difference in upstream and downstream angles, only a
force balance normal to the wall is considered in the present study. This is presented
in Section 5.3.1.
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5.2 Heat Transfer

5.2.1 Heat Calculations

A typical history of the instantaneous power provided by the bubble generator to
liquid, bubble and glass of the bubble generator, Pmeasured is presented already in
Fig. 4.19. The dead time of thin film and CTA and delay time of the camera do not
influence image processing results and power measurements because they are more
than 8 times smaller than the time between two images during the bubble growth.
Let us assume now that the minimum value of the power, Pmin, measured directly
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Figure 5.6. Power analysis for a bubble 7 at 0.14 m/s

before the bubble appears, represents the sum of the power losses due to conduction
to the substrate and convection to the fluid around the bubble generator.
For a certain value of the velocity of the approaching flow the curves which represent
the measured power provided by the CTA, Pmeasured, and the power losses, Pmin,
are similar. In Fig. 5.6 the power history of one typical bubble is presented. The
difference between measured and lost power is integrated to get the heat which is
delivered to the bubble, from the bubble generator, Q̃BG:

Q̃BG(ti) =
∫ ti

to

(Pmeasured(t)− Pmin)dt (5.1)

The heat which is necessary to make a vapor bubble of a certain volume, V b(ti), is:

Q̃V (ti) = ρvhlgV b(ti) (5.2)
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Figure 5.7. Heat powers for a bubble 7 at 0.14 m/s

The heat function, q̄, related to Q̃ is defined by the area of influence, Aeff , and

Q̃ = q̄Aeff (5.3)

In most of the models of boiling bubble heat transfer, it is assumed that the bubble
scavenges away the superheat layer surrounding the bubble over some area of influ-
ence, Aeff , as it departs. The superheated layer is renewed during the waiting time
between two bubbles. This effective area of influence, Aeff , is used in further heat
transfer analysis.
The pressure in the installation, where the bubbles are created, is measured. Static
pressure, at the bubble generation site, is equal to the sum of atmospheric pressure
at the water level in the condenser and the water head above the bubble generator.
It is used to determine the saturation temperature, Tsat, of the water, latent heat of
evaporation, hlg, and density of the vapor ρv.
The bubble volume for each image is reconstructed and it is used to calculate the heat
needed for its creation. Fig. 5.7 shows typical heat power history when the bubble
images were recorded.
As soon as a bubble is created, part of Pmin is delivered to a bubble. On the place

where the bubble foot occurs convection is obstructed and the ”additional” power
given to that area is measured: (Pmeasured − Pmin). The part of the heat which is
used for convection, and is now also given to the bubble through the area at the
bubble foot, Pconv.foot, can be estimated in the following way:

Pconv.foot = hxC (TTF − Tl)Afoot (5.4)
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Figure 5.8. Left: Bubble generator before the bubble is generated and with the generated
bubble; Right: Heat delivered to the bubble through the microlayer, Q1, and from the
superheated liquid layer, Q2

Here, the area of bubble foot Afoot is changing during the bubble growth, see Fig. 5.8.
Afoot is known from the image analysis of the growing bubble. Both temperatures of
the thin film, TTF , and liquid, Tl, are measured. The temperature of the approaching
liquid is measured before and after the mock up where bubbles are created. A lin-
early interpolated value of these is taken as the liquid temperature and it is used for
determination of the liquid density, ρl, thermal diffusivity, α, and kinematic viscosity,
νl. The temperature of the thin film, TTF , is measured through the resistance of the
thin film during the experiment, see Appendix D.
The Q̃1 presented in Fig. 5.8 is the sum of Q̃conv.foot and Q̃BG ,and it is the heat
which is delivered to the bubble through the microlayer beneath the bubble.
The local heat transfer coefficient, hxC that corresponds to the average heat transfer

coefficient, hxC , can be estimated as:

hxC = (1 + n)h̄xC (5.5)

where n = -1/2 is exponent of the power low dependence of the local quantity, hx, on
x, see [10]:

hxC = Cxn = C ′Ren
x (5.6)

Here C is a constant, and the quantity averaged from x = 0 to xC is the average
heat transfer coefficient (hxC ), which can be defined in the following way. From the
calculated Prandtl number for measuring liquid in our experiments:

Pr =
νl

α
≥ 0.5 (5.7)

yields that the thermal boundary layer is thinner than the velocity boundary layer in
our experiments, (δT /δU ) < 1. Prandtl number, as a ratio of the liquid viscosity and
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thermal diffusivity, will determine which empirical formulas to use for calculation of
the Nusselt number and estimation of the average heat transfer coefficient.
The total heat transfer rate between the x-long wall and the adjacent flow, per unit
length, in the direction normal to the wall is

∫ x

0

q”w,xdx = xq”w,x (5.8)

where q”w,x is the local wall heat flux. This equation is the definition of the x-averaged
wall heat flux and it can be used to define the average Nusselt number, Nux, and
average heat transfer coefficient, hx:

Nux =
q”w,x

∆T

x

k
=

hxx

k
(5.9)

In [10] average Nusselt number, for case when Pr ≥ 0.5 and constant wall tempera-
ture, can be calculated with use of formula:

NuxC
= 0.664Pr1/3Re

1/2
C (5.10)

ReC = UxC/νl (5.11)

where xC is the position where the cavity is and where bubble appears.
This average Nusselt number is used to calculate average heat transfer coefficient:

hxC = kNuxC /xC (5.12)

Here k is thermal conductivity of the water at Tl. This way calculated hxC
is used

in Eq. 5.5 to calculate the local heat transfer coefficient, hxC , which one was the only
unknown in the Eq. 5.4 for determining the Pconv.foot.
The power histories of a typical bubble, discussed before in the text and plotted in
Fig. 5.6, are completed with the calculated Pconv.foot. This extra power delivered to
the bubble is varying because of the increase and decrease in bubble foot area during
the bubble growth.
Pconv.foot is used to calculate convection compensation at the bubble foot:

Q̃conv.foot(ti) =
∫ ti

t0

Pconv.foot(t)dt (5.13)

and is presented in Figure 5.7.

5.2.2 Effective heat transfer coefficient

Effective heat transfer coefficients for the heat delivered by the bubble generator,
h̃BG, and the heat needed to create a bubble of the certain size, h̃BG, are defined as:

h̃BG = hBGAeff =
Q̃BG

TTF − Tsat
(5.14)
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Figure 5.9. Effective heat transfer coefficient for a bubble 7 at 0.14 m/s

h̃V = hV Aeff =
Q̃V

TTF − Tsat
(5.15)

Effective heat transfer coefficients are used to compare how much heat is delivered
by the bubble generator with the heat used to create the bubble and to determine
the effective area, Aeff . Here TTF is the temperature of the thin film and Tsat is the
saturation temperature of the fluid.
Effective heat transfer coefficients for the compensated convection heat at the bubble
foot, h̃conv.foot, can be calculated as:

h̃conv.foot = hconv.footAeff =
Q̃conv.foot

TTF − Tsat
(5.16)

and effective heat transfer coefficients for heat provided to the bubble from the gen-
erator, h̃prov. as:

h̃prov. = hprovAeff =
Q̃BG + Q̃conv.foot

TTF − Tsat
(5.17)

where TTF is the temperature of the thin film and Tsat is saturated temperature of the
fluid. All four above defined effective heat transfer coefficients are plotted in Fig. 5.9.

It is seen in Fig. 5.7 that compensated heat provided from the bubble generator,
(Q̃BG + Q̃conv.foot), is significantly lower than the calculated heat needed to make the
observed bubble during the bubble growth time, Q̃V . This indicates that the bubble
gains part of the energy from the superheated liquid layer near the thin film which
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surrounds the bubble as well as from the wall, see δt which stands for thermal bound-
ary layer in Fig. 5.8 and Section 4.4.3. In fact, the majority of the energy gained by
the bubble during the early stage of the bubble growth does not come from the wall
and thin film. In the beginning of the bubble growth, the bubble growth is rapid
(see area of the rapid growth, RG, in Fig. 5.6). There is almost no increase in the
measured heat flux in this stage of bubble growth, thus the bubble gets heat from the
superheated liquid layer in front of the thin film, see Fig. 5.9.
This observation is also valid at bubble departure, but in this case the bubble volume
remains constant. Comparison of h̃V and h̃prov. in Fig. 5.9 indicates that the bubble
has gained more energy from the superheated liquid than through the microlayer.
The ratio of h̃prov. and h̃V for different vapor bubbles is shown in Tab. 4.3, Tab. 4.4,
Tab. 4.5, Tab. 4.6, Tab. 4.7, and discussed further in the text.
Similar results were obtained in numerical simulations for vapor bubble growth in sat-
urated nucleate boiling of Liao et al. [45], without forced convection. Their physical
model includes both heat transfer through the liquid microlayer and that from the
bulk superheated liquid surrounding the bubble. Their work elucidated experimental
observations of the bubble growth and heat transfer on constant temperature micro-
heaters reported by Yaddanapudi and Kim, [63]. Liao et all. found that the existence
of a thin unsteady thermal boundary layer near the rapidly growing bubble allows
for a significant amount of heat flux from the bulk liquid to the vapor bubble dome,
which in some cases can be more than two times larger than the heat transfer from
the microlayer. For the thicker superheated thermal boundary layers in the bulk liq-
uid, the heat transfer through the vapor bubble dome contributes more to the vapor
bubble growth. They calculated this for pool boiling and for a certain thickness of
the thermal boundary layer. The contribution from the unsteady thermal boundary
layer accounts for about 70% of the total heat transfer. The rest was accounted as
heat transfer from the microlayer.
The results measured in our experiments, for the lowest approaching velocity when
U = 0.1 m/s, it is found that the heat transfer form microlayer, h̃prov., is about 25%
of the total heat. In this case, the thermal boundary layer is the thickest in our
experiments, see Section 4.4.3. With an increase of the bulk velocity, this thickness
decreases and the contribution of the microlayer is bigger in the heat transfer to the
bubble, and goes up to 43% at 0.16 m/s. Some bubbles have a higher or lower per-
centage of the heat delivered by the microlayer, see Tables: 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7.
This can be explained from a relatively higher or lower temperature of the thin film,
TTF . That means that the temperature difference (TTF −Tl) significantly affects heat
transfer.
Although we have a forced convection boiling, the share of the heat transfer from
the superheated thermal boundary layer is quite high in the experiments at lower
approaching velocities. It is in the same range as was found by Liao et al.,[45], when
they performed measurements for the case of pool boiling.
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5.2.3 Ratio of the provided and vapor effective heat transfer
coefficient

Next interesting thing is to analyze how the ratio of provided, h̃prov., and vapor ,h̃V ,
effective heat transfer coefficient is changing during the bubble growth and how it
depend on the velocity of the approaching flow, see Fig. 5.10.

h̃ratio =
h̃prov.

h̃V

(5.18)

In the last stage of bubble growth, before the detachment, it is noticeable that for
different bubbles this ratio reaches a certain value for the same conditions. Espe-
cially for lower velocities of the approaching fluid, when losses are smaller too, this
is characteristic. With an increase of the fluid velocity, this ratio also increases, see
Table 5.1, and that stands for reason. At such a higher velocity, the fluid superheated
layer in front of the bubble generator is providing less heat, so more heat has to be
delivered by the bubble generator.

The presented analysis of the heat transfer influence on the bubble detachment

Table 5.1. Values of the ehratio, before the detachment, for different liquid approaching
velocities

No.Bubbles(n) U [m/s] TTF [oC]
ehprovehV

[−]
7 0.10 142.2 0.25
9 0.14 141.9 0.26
9 0.16 145.6 0.43
12 0.18 145.2 0.40
8 0.20 141.7 0.30

volume, helps to understand this kind of change of the ratio of provided and vapor
effective heat transfer coefficients, h̃ratio, especially when it has almost constant value
at the end of the bubble growth. Increase of h̃prov. happens for the higher values of
(Pmax − Pmin). In Fig. 4.21 it is shown that the bubble detaching volume, Vdet, is
higher if the measured difference, Pmax−Pmin, is higher. Vdet defines the heat needed
for phase change, q̄V , and therefore it defines the effective heat transfer coefficient.
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Figure 5.10. Ratio of provided and vapor effective heat transfer coefficients
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5.2.4 Heat diffusion from the superheated liquid to the bubble

The difference between the heat which is necessary to make a vapor bubble of a certain
volume, Q̃V , and the heat given to the bubble from the microlayer, Q̃BG + Q̃conv.foot,
represents the heat delivered to the vapor bubble from the superheated liquid, Q̃diff.,
through the bubble dome by the heat diffusion:

Q̃diff. = Q̃V − (Q̃BG + Q̃conv.foot) (5.19)

Typical values of Q̃diff. are presented in Figure 5.11.
The heat is given to the bubble from the superheated liquid in the temperature
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Figure 5.11. Heat supplied to bubble 7 at 0.14 m/s.

boundary layer mainly in the first stage of bubble growth, while (t−to)/(td−to) < 0.1.
In the very beginning of bubble growth, while the whole bubble is in the temperature
boundary layer, the heat diffusion is through the whole bubble surface area which is
in contact with the superheated liquid. After that stage of growth, the bubble grows
rapidly, which is represented with an increase of Req and Rfoot in Fig. 5.12. In that
period of growth a bubble is flattened to the wall, as is shown in Section 5.1.2, and
the area of the bubble dome in contact with the superheated liquid is relatively large.
The heat diffusion through it is intensive till the point that all heat from the adjacent
liquid layer is exhausted. The bubble then stops with intensive growth and bubble
deformation sets in.
The area of influence of a bubble is defined as:

Ainf. =
Q̃diff.

ρlcp

∫ δT

0
(T (y)− Tsat)dy

(5.20)
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Figure 5.12. Radius of influence for a bubble 7 at 0.14 m/s; δT is the thickness of the
temperature boundary layer, see Section 4.4.3

This area of influence represents the area beneath the bubble dome through which
the heat is coming to the bubble from the superheated liquid.
The temperature profile in the boundary layer is given by Eq. 4.14. The integrated
value of the heat delivered to the vapor bubble from the superheated liquid by the
diffusion is used in Eq. 5.20 to determine a hypothetic area of influence for a specific
bubble. It can be assumed that the projected area of influence is an annular surface,
because of nearly rotational symmetry observed from the bubble top-view and because
the bubble foot is getting heat via the microlayer. This annular surface can be thought
of as being bounded by the foot radius and a so-called radius of influence. Therefore
this radius of influence, Rinfluence, has been calculated with the following formula:

Rinfluence '
√

Ainf.

π
+ R2

foot (5.21)

and a typical example is plotted in Fig. 5.12. The change of the Rinfluence is observed
after the bubble overgrows the temperature boundary layer. In the first part of the
bubble growth, while it is flattened, Rinfluence is increasing faster than the Rfoot. At
the same time Ainf is increasing. When the heat accumulated in the superheated
liquid layer is totally used, the heat transfer through the bubble dome is not so
extensive anymore. That is why the area of influence keeps almost constant value
during the second half of the bubble growth. In that stage, the bubble moves away
from the wall and values of Rfoot and Rinfluence get smaller. It is interesting to notice
that Rinfluence changes very similar to the bubble foot radius, as soon as the bubble
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overgrowth the temperature boundary layer. This finding indicates that the radius of
influence is well estimated.
When the bubble is detached, we do not observe a sudden drop of Pmeasured, see
Fig. 4.19. The explanation for this phenomenon is that the extra power measured is
used to recover the superheated liquid layer in front of the thin film and to reheat the
bubble generator around the thin film.

5.2.5 Heat given to the bubble by the flow of superheated
liquid

During the time of growth of a bubble, heat is acquired by the bubble by the flow
that approaches the bubble. Since the bubble growth time is small as compared to
the typical time scale (Db/U) of the approaching flow with velocity U , this acquired
heat, Q̃flow, is expected to be less than the heat required to make the bubble, Q̃V .
To quantify this, Q̃flow is overestimated in the following way:

Q̃flow =
∫ δT

0

U(y)ρlcp(T (y)− Tsat)dy · lk (5.22)

It is assumed that the temperature boundary layer starts already at the tip of the
bubble generator and in practice the temperature of the glass tip is lower than the
temperature of the thin film heater. The calculated value is at least 2 orders of
magnitudes smaller than Q̃BG and Q̃foot.conv.. Even this is an overestimation due to
the fact that a value of xC was used as characteristic length, lk, and in reality it is
smaller. Therefore, Q̃flow will not figure anymore in the heat transfer analysis. The
temperature and velocity profiles in Eq. 5.22 are defined by the use of Eq. 4.14 and
Eq. 4.12 respectively.

5.2.6 Heat transfer and bubble growth

The value of the power peak, (Pmax−Pmin), influences the bubble growth and volume
at the detachment, see Section 4.4.2.
In Fig. 4.23 values of (Pmax − Pmin) at a certain liquid velocity, U , are grouped and
they are defined with the mean temperature of the thin film during one measurement,
see Tab. 4.2 for T̄TF and Tliq values. (Pmax − Pmin) have the highest values for the
measurements at 0.16 m/s when TTF is the highest. (Pmax−Pmin) values are higher
for the measurements at 0.18 m/s than at 0.10 m/s, and those are higher than the
(Pmax − Pmin) values at 0.14 m/s; temperatures of the thin film have the same rela-
tions: TTF,0.18 > TTF,0.10 > TTF,0.14. The spreading in measuring results at 0.20 m/s
can be explained by the relatively distinct variation in TTF .
Tables: 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 give information of the minimum measured power, Pmin,
which is defined by the temperature conditions of the thin film, substrate and the
superheated fluid in front of the thin film, see Fig. 4.20, and how much power was
provided by the bubble generator (Pmax − Pmin), see Fig. 4.21. It is already shown
that (Pmax − Pmin) depends on the approaching velocity, U , and temperature differ-
ence between thin film and liquid, see Fig. 4.23.
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Figure 5.13. Effective heat transfer coefficient of the provided heat power and volume-
equivalent diameter for individual bubbles at U = 0.10 m/s
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Figure 5.15. DNS simulation of the temperature field inside the turbulent upward, pipe
flow at U=0.21 m/s, Tw = 95oC and the heat loss through the pipe qw = 410W/m2K.

To be able to analyze how this measured value influences the volume equivalent
radius, Req, it has to be observed bubble by bubble during one measurement while
some of the conditions (U , Rset, Tl) were the same.
From data presented in Fig. 5.13 it is obvious that the equivalent bubble radius is

smaller if less heat is provided.
Some irregularities are observed in the measurements for approaching velocity of 0.14
m/s, Fig. 5.14. The value of the effective heat transfer coefficient h̃prov. for bubble
10 exceeds the h̃prov. of bubble 4 during the whole growth time of the bubbles, see
Fig. 5.14, upper. At the same time, the volume equivalent radius for these two bubbles
follows the same trend (Req of bubble 10 is higher than the one of bubble 4 during
the growth time), see Fig. 5.14. But the difference of the maximum and minimum
measured powers, (Pmax − Pmin), of the bubble 10 has almost the same value as
(Pmax − Pmin) of bubble 4, see Table 4.4 and Fig. 4.21. The measured temperature
of the thin film in case of bubble 4 is 142.1oC, and for bubble 10 is 140.2oC. At the
same time the value of the minimum measured power, Pmin, is higher for bubble 10
than for bubble 4. The higher value of Pmin means that the complex system of the
thin film, substrate and the superheated fluid used more power to compensate for the
convection and conduction losses before bubble 10 appears. Apparently more heat
is taken by the liquid before the initiation of bubble 10. In such circumstances it
is expected that for the same value of (Pmax − Pmin) bubble 4 will grow more than
bubble 10. Just the fact that bubble 10 starts growing in a patch of liquid at the
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higher temperature could explain its bugger volume.
One of the possible reasons for this temperature difference of the complex system of
the thin film, substrate and the superheated fluid, is the presence of clusters with
fluid of higher temperature in the turbulent flow. In Fig. 5.15 a DNS simulation of
the temperature field inside the turbulent upward, channel flow is shown. For details
see [12]. In the center of the channel, where the bubble should be introduced, there
are certain structures, patches, of higher and lower temperature. This temperature
difference between patches in the center of the channel can be 1oC for the conditions
similar to the ones used in presented experiments. The position and size of such a
patch, which carries more heat, on the position where bubble appears and grows will
also define its growth and detachment.

The same observations appear in the measurement with velocity of the approach-
ing fluid of 0.16 m/s. See Table 4.5 and Fig. 5.16. A ”deviation” occurs for bubbles
5 and 7. The reason is the same. In principle, the rule is that as (Pmax − Pmin) is
higher, more heat is provided for the bubble during its growth and bubbles have a
bigger volume. But, despite the fact that the value of (Pmax−Pmin) is slightly higher
for bubble 5 than for bubble 7, we can observe that the equivalent radius of the second
one (7) is higher. The explanation is that Pmin of bubble 7 is much smaller, and that
means that the losses are smaller before bubble appears. The thermal conditions of
the whole system determine this, or better to say that fluid and glass around the thin
film are more superheated, so the bubble generator has to provide less energy to make
a larger bubble.
The temperature of the thin film for bubble 5 is 145.4oC, and for bubble 7 it is
146.5oC. Pmin, as a measure of the heat losses, is smaller for higher temperature
difference (TTF − Tl), see Fig. 4.20. When the heat losses are smaller and the tem-
perature difference (TTF − Tl) is bigger at the same approaching velocity, the chance
to get a larger bubble is bigger, see Section. 4.4.2.
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5.2.7 Effective area

We consider the total heat losses of the bubble generator, without the presence of a
bubble as given by the minimum value of the power that is measured directly before
the bubble appears, Pmin, as mentioned in section 5.2.1. This enables us to investigate
the effective heat transfer coefficient and the effective area of the bubble generator
that is:

(A · h)eff =
Pmin

TTF − Tl
(5.23)

The heat transfer coefficient is a function of the Reynolds number at the cavity, [10]:

ReC =
UxC

νl
(5.24)

where xC is the distance between the cavity and the front edge of the bubble generator.
This was the motivation to investigate the dependency of (A · h)eff on ReC . This
dependency is plotted in Fig. 5.17. The value of (A ·h)eff increases with the increase
of ReC . The only exception is when ReC = 1400. The reason for this is that the
conditions for the experiments were different, the preset value of the voltage in the
CTA was smaller. That caused different temperature conditions when the bubble
appeared.
The area of the thin film, ATF , can be chosen to be the effective area of influence.
The area of the thin film of the bubble generator used in the measurements presented,
was 1.90mm2.
As shown in Fig. 5.17, (ATF hconv.xC

) is increasing with increasing ReC and the
estimates obtained with Eq. 5.4, Eq. 5.9 and Eq. 5.12 are in some cases close to or in
other cases higher than the values (A · h)eff found with Eq. 5.23. The agreement is
best for the measurements done at U=0.18 m/s.
It is possible that the effective area is changing with the change of the temperature

of the thin film and approaching liquid: if both of them are higher the effective area
could be bigger, and vice versa. The well known Chen correlation, [19], also states
that the nucleate boiling coefficient is a function of the liquid and wall temperature.
Hall et al. in [30] have extended his approach successfully for ”partial” subcooled
boiling to two-phase forced convection. In the analysis below it is tried to account for
this effect.
A linear dependency between TTF−Tl and Pmin is already observed, see Section 4.4.2.
Results presented in Fig. 4.20 are used to define the following correction factor F :

F = F (TTF − Tl) = Pmin + 0.26 (5.25)

This factor F is further multiplied with (ATF hconv.xC ) and plotted in Fig. 5.18 to-
gether with the values of (A · h)eff . The difference between these values for smaller
values of Reynolds number, ReC = 694 and ReC = 978, can be explained from the
underestimation of hconv.xC

. It is estimated by use of the empirical expression for the
Nusselt number, Eq. 5.10, which doesn’t fully correspond to our case where instead
of a flat, thin, heated plane we use our bubble generator. Taking into consideration
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the different temperature situations in each of the measurements by multiplying the
predicted value of (ATF hconv.xC

) with factor F, very good agreement is obtained with
the measured values of (A · h)eff .
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5.3 Hydrodynamic lift force

5.3.1 Forces order of magnitude

In order to minimize the influence of gravity-related forces, a vapor bubble is created
on a vertical, plain wall in an upward flow. The so-called pressure correction force
in the direction normal to the wall, Eq. 5.34, results from overpressure in a bubble,
see [23]. In this direction two other main forces are active: an adhering surface
tension force, Eq. 5.33, and a hydrodynamic lift force. The latter is composed of
several contributions, related to the bubble growth and to the uniform approaching
flow. These contributions are predicted by the analytical model for the hydrodynamic
force due to a uniform approaching flow and due to expansion of a truncated sphere
on a plane wall, see Chapter 2. These hydrodynamic added mass forces are quantified
using measured histories of geometrical parameters and bubble center velocities. Also
pressure correction and surface tension forces are evaluated from these parameters,
using well-established relations [55] in a way to be defined shortly.
Virtual hydrodynamic lift forces are calculated by use of Eq. 2.20 and transformed
Eq. 2.21:

Fhydr,x =
4
3
πR3

eqρl · (al,1 + al,2 + al,3 + al,4 + ah,5 + aReq,6) (5.26)

where ai,j are accelerations due to virtual inertial forces defined as follows:

al,1 = −λ

(
˙Req

Req
− ḣ

2h

)
ḣ

∂α

∂λ
(5.27)

al,2 = −λ ˙Req
2
(

1
2h

∂trβ

∂λ
+

1
2Req

∂ψ

∂λ

)
(5.28)

al,3 = −3
˙Req

Req

(
αḧ + ψ

˙Req

2

)
(5.29)

al,4 = −U2
l

λ

2h

∂α22

∂λ
(5.30)

ah,5 = −αḧ (5.31)

aReq,6 = −1
2
ψR̈eq (5.32)

In these equations added mass coefficients and their derivatives are used, see sec-
tion 2.3.3.

The adhering surface tension force for bubbles at a vertical wall has components
in x− and y−direction, each of which can be calculated by integration of the ap-
proximating function for the contact angle, see [31]. The expression to calculate the
surface tension force, Fst, in the direction normal to the wall is given by:

Fst,x = 2πRfootσ

(
cosβt − cosαl

βt − αl

)
(5.33)
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Figure 5.19. Pressures at the bubble interface in the potential flow (left) and bubble
expansion (right)

where Rfoot is the radius of the bubble foot, see Fig. 4.8.
A correction of the Archimedes force is related to gravity and it accounts for the
presence of a foot on the solid wall. It can be calculated by integrating the pressure
over the entire bubble enveloping area[31].
It is noted that the pressure at the downstream end of the bubble, p5 in Fig. 5.19,

is expected to be equal to the pressure at the upstream end because no wake can
be formed during the short formation of the bubble, and because of the fore-and-aft
symmetry of potential flows. Because bubble growth and detachment are fast, there
is no time to create the wake. If pressures at the bubble interface due to uniform
approaching flow are analyzed, see Figure 5.19 (left), we observe that the pressure
p2 > p1, see Fig. 5.19. At the same time upstream the pressure in the bubble, p3, is
higher than the pressure outside the bubble, p2. The same is applicable at the side
of the bubble: p4 > p1. The difference between the upstream pressures (p3 − p2)
is higher than (p4 − p1) at the side of the bubble, because radius of the curvature
RC,14 is bigger in the first stage of the bubble growth. This would yield p3 > or
even À p4, which cannot be correct. In this case the bubble expansion is neglected.
Measurements clearly show flattening of the bubble, probably caused by the initial
fast expansion. This expansion affects pressures in the liquid, see Fig. 5.19 (right).
That is why the side ”top”, nr.1 in Fig. 5.19, of the bubble is taken as a reference
point for determining the pressure correction force.
This so-called pressure correction force, Fpc, is pointed in the direction perpendicular
to the wall and it is evaluated from the two angles of curvature (Rc) at the side ”top”
of the bubble, in Fig. 5.19 a place marked with 1, facing the cavity mouth:

Fpc,x = Afootσ

(
1

Rc1
+

1
Rc2

)
(5.34)

where Afoot is the surface area of the bubble foot. Note that both the side view and
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the top view are required to assess these two angles of curvature, see Fig. 4.8.
In most simulations the pressure inside a bubble is assumed to be constant, when
the saturation temperature prevails inside the bubble and diffusion of heat makes the
bubble grow. In our experiments this pressure inside the bubble is calculated as a
function of Rc which is changing during the bubble growth time. If a time-averaged
value of the pressure inside the bubble is used to compute the instantaneous values of
the pressure correction force, it will vary in time only due to changes in the contact
area. Such computed values of the pressure correction force are not differing more
than 15% from the values calculated by use of Eq. 5.34 in the period of rapid growth,
while the bubble is most flattened to the wall. During the latter period of the bubble
growth this variation is smaller than 5%. For that reason it is possible to claim that
the pressure variation inside the bubble is only small compared to its magnitude and
that the maximum induced error is 5% for the period while 1 ≥ λ ≥ 0.5. Values of
Fpc,x, calculated by use of Eq. 5.34, are used in further analysis.

The system for which the force is computed is bounded by the convex solid lines
around the vapor shown in Fig. 4.7 as well as by the convex dotted line in Fig. 4.8.
The actual topology of the bubble foot is outside this boundary to avoid the question
whether a thin liquid layer is present or not, and to avoid a computation of pressures
in the creeping flow in the microlayer [58]. The volume excluded in this way is small,
so the hydrodynamic force on the whole bubble is expected to be about equal to the
one on the system volume selected. If forces due to shape deformation and mass
flux through the boundary are included in the term ’hydrodynamic force’, this force
can be evaluated from Fst and Fpc by simple subtraction. The results are given by
Figures 5.20, 5.22 and 5.23. In these figures the dominant forces that are acting on
the bubble during its growth are presented in such a way that we can compare these
forces with the buoyancy force acting on a bubble:

Fg = (ρl − ρv)gVb (5.35)

During the bubble growth there is a short interval of time when the predicted hy-
drodynamic force, Fhydr, has opposite sign and the same value as the sum of Fst and
Fpc, see Fig. 5.21 and Fig. 5.23. This compensation force: Fcomp. = −(Fst + Fpc),
plotted in Fig. 5.21, has a good agreement with Fhydr in the period of the bubble
growth when the bubble shape is closest to the truncated sphere, before the bubble
starts moving away from the wall. When the bubble starts moving away Fhydr value
drops to higher negative values. This is discussed further below in the text. These
dominant forces are in the range of (10−4 − 10−5) N.

Drag force is overestimated to be in order of 10−6 N by use of:

Fd = 12πµlReq(ḣ + ˙Req) (5.36)

The fact that drag is non-contributing is due to the low viscosity of the fluid, see also
Fig. 5.20.
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Momentum due to evaporation at the bubble foot and condensation at the bubble
top results in the so called evaporation force, expressed as:

Fev = 2ρvṘ2
eqAfoot (5.37)

Fev is overestimated, for the rapid bubble growth in the beginning of Tgrowth, to be
on the order of 10−12N.

To estimate the force due to the simple shear, Fss, in the suppressed boundary
layer for the worst case, when the bubble is smaller than the boundary layer (cL = 0.5),
a well-known expression is used:

Fss = cLρlV b(~Urel × ~ω) (5.38)

The bubble is attached to the cavity, therefore ~Urel = ~Ul. Fss estimated by the use
of Eq. (5.38) is in order of 10−7N.

Due to the fluctuation of the velocity in turbulent liquid flow, a fluctuation force,
Ffl, is present. Eq. (5.38) can be used for its estimation, if we replace ~ω with
~ω
′

= ~∇ × ~U ′
l . Results from [62] were used to determine ~ω′ for conditions in our

experiments. Ffl is overestimated to be in order of 10−8N.

Therefore, hydrodynamic, pressure correction and surface tension forces are con-
sidered as dominant forces in the following analysis. These three forces are in balance
in the short period of the bubble growth when λ become smaller than 1. The maxi-
mum volume is reached then and the bubble shape is closer to the shape of a truncated
sphere. Soon after that the bubble deformation away from the wall becomes dominant
and that is the reason that Fhydr is changing sign. Liquid is resisting to the bubble
volume movement away from the wall and that is why Fhydr is negative.
In the last stage of bubble growth, the growth rate reduces to practically zero. This
is due to the special circumstances in the test set-up, where much effort was spent to
obtain a nearly uniform approaching velocity field. The approaching liquid is slightly
subcooled, which causes condensation at the top which hampers growth. In this last
stage of growth, the velocity field cannot be modeled as potential flow since the veloc-
ity scale related to growth is too small and so is the corresponding Reynolds number,
Rebgr. For this reason the analysis is ended at the first time when lambda gets 0.5,
which in many cases corresponds to the time when this Reynolds number gets too
small to allow potential flow modeling.
The above analysis gives insight how important bubble deformation and motion are
and that they have to be accounted for in the analytical model of the bubble growth.

5.3.2 Measured and predicted forces

The discrepancy between the calculated Fhydr and estimated sum (Fpc + Fst) in-
creases with increasing approach velocity, see Fig. 5.24. At higher approach flow, the
bubble is a longer time during the growth pressed towards the wall and deformations
are more severe, see photos in Appendix C. The bubbles are growing and detaching
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Figure 5.24. Comparison of the predicted Fhydr and summed Fst and Fpc for few typical
bubbles measured at different liquid approach velocities.

faster. Therefore, at the first stage of bubble growth the component of Fhydr due to
acceleration of Req, aReq,6, is dominant. aReq,6 gets higher positive values when the
approaching flow is higher, and it will cause higher values of Fhydr in this period of
growth.
The component of Fhydr due to the approaching velocity, see Eq. 5.30 and Eq. 5.26,
also increases when the approaching velocity is increasing in the beginning of the
bubble growth (for an increase by 100%, from 0.10 m/s to 0.20 m/s, al,4 increases
more than 4 times).
At the end of the bubble growth (observed for λ ≤ 0.5) the component of Fhydr due to
Ṙ and ḣ, al,1 (see Eq. 5.27 and Eq. 5.26) is dominant. It causes that with an increase
of the approaching velocity Fhydr will increase also, but in the direction towards the
wall. Increase of 100%, form 0.10 m/s to 0.20 m/s, causes an increase of this al,1

more than twice.
It is also observed that Fpc and Fst increase with the increase of the approach velocity
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during the whole time of the bubble growth. Increase of each of them is 100% when
the approaching velocity changes from 0.10 m/s to 0.20 m/s. However, the sum of
Fpc and Fst is about constant because these forces work in opposite directions, see
Fig. 5.25.

In Figure 5.25 the predicted hydrodynamic force and the resulting sum of pressure
correction and surface tension force for various bubbles at times when 1 ≥ λ ≥ 0.5,
for six approach velocities, are plotted as well as lines indicating the general trends.
In this figure the dominant forces that are acting on the bubble during its growth are
presented in such a way that we can compare bubbles of different volumes. During
one experiment, even when flow and wall temperature are constant, bubbles slightly
vary in their volume (Vb) and growth time due to heat patches in the turbulent flow.
In order to better compare data for bubbles of a different size, forces are divided by
the instantaneous bubble volume in the sequel.
Here predictions are good again for the period of bubble growth when its shape is clos-
est to the shape of a truncated sphere. When the bubble reaches its maximum volume
and stops growing, the value of Fhydr changes sign. The bubble is then deforming
and moving away from the wall, and the liquid is resisting this bubble movement.
Therefore the hydrodynamic lift force becomes negative. Due to the small values of
the bubble Reynolds numbers related to the bubble growth in this stage, the velocity
field cannot be modeled as potential flow any more.
Repeatability of the experiments is high and the spreading is mainly due to turbulent
fluctuations in heat transfer that are higher for higher liquid flows. All bubbles give
the same favorable comparison of predictions and measurements.
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Figure 5.25. Comparison of the predicted Fhydr and summed Fst and Fpc for the mea-
surements at the six different liquid, approach velocities. Forces are divided with the bubble
volume, Vb, to enable comparison of the bubbles with different size.
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5.3.3 Sensitivity analysis

Fitting of measured Req and h

Various sources of error in the calculation of the hydrodynamic forces on the bubble
are being investigated in this section. The selection of the smoothing degree of the
fitting curves for the equivalent radius is such an influence, as well as that of the
center of the fitted ellipse in to the bubble contour (side view), see Fig. 4.7. The
measured accelerations affect most of the acceleration components of Eq. (5.26). In
Figure 5.26 and Figure 5.27 third, fourth and fifth order polynomial fitting of Req

and h are presented respectively. All of them are inside the propagation error for
those two bubble parameters, but the third order polynomial fitting curves are less
accurate. How this affects the components of the hydrodynamic forces is shown in
Figures 5.28 and 5.29. The 5th polynomial fitting curve is more accurate during the
time when λ is between 1 and 0.5; and yields a more accurate determination of the
hydrodynamic forces on the bubble.

Acceleration components: al,3 (see Fig. 5.29), one due to the acceleration of Req

marked with aReq,6, and the acceleration of h, ah,5, are higher when a 5th polynomial
fitting curve is used, in the earlier period of bubble growth. This will result in a higher
Fhydr. During bubble growth, while λ is between 0.5 and 1, aReq,6 does not change
sign, if a 5th polynomial fitting curve is used, and it asymptotically decreases. When
3rd polynomial fitting curve is used aReq,6 increases in the end of the growth period,
before the detachment. The acceleration ah,5 is changing sign for the 3rd polynomial
fitting curve just once and for the 5th it changes sign twice.
In the further analysis 5th polynomial fitting curves for both parameters Req and h
are used because these are less fluctuating, especially in the second half of bubble
growth, see also [42].

It is important to point out that the part of the hydrodynamic force that is
related to the approaching velocity (and the acceleration al,4) is of the same order
of magnitude as the other components of the added mass force, see Fig. 5.29. This
implies that errors due to non-uniformity of the approaching profile have only a small
effect on the total force, negligible as compared to other sources of error.
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Figure 5.26. Typical history of bubble equivalent radius. Errorbars indicates the error in
the Req due to the spatial resolution of the camera, the image filtering operations and the
calibration, see section 3.6.
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Figure 5.28. Typical plot of accelerations due to virtual inertia forces where 3rd order
polynomial fitting for Req and h is used
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Figure 5.29. Typical plot of accelerations due to virtual inertia forces where 5th order
polynomial fitting for Req and h is used
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Fitting of measured (c− h) and h

As mentioned before in Section 5.1.2, deformation is distinctive in the period of growth
while λ is higher than 1. During this period of time the bubble has more a shape of a
hemisphere than of a truncated sphere. This means that hydrodynamic components
are overestimated in this period of bubble growth even if the real λ value is replaced
by 1. Therefore the main forces are investigated when Req is replaced by the semi-axis
of the ellipsoidal bubble normal to the wall, (c − h). Accelerations are presented in
the Fig. 5.30.
The plot of Fhydr, Fst and Fpc in Fig. 5.31 when a (c − h)fit fitting curve is used
instead of Req,fit (while λ ≥ 1), show how big the difference of the predicted hydro-
dynamic force can be in these two cases. This plot shows that hydrodynamic forces
are considerably influenced by the bubble deformations.
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Figure 5.30. Typical plot of accelerations due to virtual inertia forces where 5th order
polynomial fitting for Req, h and (c-h) is used. For λ > 1 Req,fit is replaced with (c− h)fit

Sensitivity of the calculated forces on change of Rfoot

As can be seen in Fig. 5.32, the influence of the inaccuracy in defining bubble foot
dimensions, Rfoot, on surface tension and pressure correction force has been inves-
tigated. If we increase Rfoot by 0.02 mm, which is the propagation error for Req,
we can calculate that both Fst and Fpc will increase. Due to the fact that they are
working in the opposite direction their sum will not change for more than 2 · 10−6 N,
which is an order of magnitude smaller than the forces themselves. This means that
they are not significantly influenced by the inaccuracy of Rfoot.
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Figure 5.31. Comparison of the dominant forces acting on the bubble during its growth
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Concluding remarks

A typical application of this work is the redesign of a rifled evaporator tube. Results
of CFD simulations for the one phase velocity and temperature distribution in a ri-
fled tube with a certain geometry should be used as input for the model that can
predict the bubble detachment volume. Such models are usually based on analytical
expressions for the forces on the bubble. The presented study aimed at experimental
validation of a Lagrangian model for the hydrodynamic forces exerted on a vapor
bubble that is growing with the shape of a truncated sphere in a uniform approaching
flow.
Experiments have been designed in order to validate the predictions, and to extend
the predictive capacity to conditions that actually occur in practice. Image recordings
were analyzed and used to get the bubble geometrical parameters, which were needed
to calculate forces acting on the bubble. Force analysis is performed to estimate force
magnitude and to compare predicted and estimated hydrodynamic lift force. Agree-
ment between these two forces is necessary for the model validation. In addition, the
sensitivity of the model was investigated.
The second important aspect of this work was the temperature and power measure-
ments. These are used in heat transfer analysis to quantify the portions of the heat
that a bubble gets from the superheated liquid and from the heater on the wall.

Design of the test rig

A dedicated experimental set-up has been designed so that the flow that approaches
the bubble is practically uniform. A novel bubble generator, with a constant temper-
ature at the base where the bubble is formed is positioned in the center of a vertical
tube. During bubble growth bubble Reynolds numbers (Reb = 2ReqU/νl) were in the
range from 250 to 1000. Typical values for the bubble Reynolds numbers based on
the bubble growth rate (Rebgr = 2ReqṘeq/νl) were in the range between 30 and 350.
For such high bubble Reynolds numbers potential flow theory is applicable. To the
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author’s knowledge, no similar boiling experiments under such conditions have been
performed before.

Image processing tool

A high-speed camera has been used for filming bubble growth and detachment from
two sides simultaneously. The deformation at detaching bubbles has been quanti-
fied using 3D reconstructions of the bubble shape. Histories of the bubble volume
equivalent radius and the bubble semi-axes are measured. Special MATLAB proce-
dures are developed for that purpose. Results of the image processing ensured high
accuracy in determining bubble geometrical parameters and deformations. Very high
reproducibility of the measurements should also be underlined.

Force analysis

A vapor bubble is created on a vertical, plane wall in upward uniform flow. Only
the so-called pressure correction force results from gravity and this force is in the
direction normal to the wall. In this direction two other non-negligible forces are
active: the adhering surface tension force and the hydrodynamic lift force. The latter
is composed of several contributions, related to the bubble growth and to the uniform
approaching flow. These contributions are predicted by an analytical model, which
is reviewed in Chapter 2, for the hydrodynamic force on a truncated sphere, and are
quantified using measured geometrical parameters and velocities. Also the pressure
correction and surface tension forces are evaluated from these parameters, using well-
established relations.
The drag force is not contributing, and there is also no contribution from a fluctuating
part of convective liquid acceleration prior to detachment. The first is explained by
theoretical estimates, and is due to the lowviscosity of the fluid. The second one is
overestimated by use of DNS results, see [62], and is at least three order of magnitude
smaller than the buoyancy force.
Final conclusion is that the measurements show that deformation plays a role in ac-
tual detachment, and the force assessment shows that the error due to simplifying the
bubble geometry is not small.

A sensitivity analysis of all individual force components is performed. Some errors
are compensating each other, other errors have quite some influence on the final
accuracy of the force determinations.
It has been shown how the choice of the order of the fitting curve for the volume-
equivalent radius, Req and center of the fitted ellipsoid in the bubble side-view contour
(h) can influence the prediction of the hydrodynamic force.
It is also investigated how the choice of the bubble border (contours and foot) would
influence the results. It has been found that the neglected bubble volume just in
front of the thin film does not exceed 3% of the accounted bubble volume, so it
would not considerably influence the calculation of the hydrodynamic force. Relatively
small change in foot dimension, Rfoot, does not significantly influence the sum of the
pressure correction and surface tension forces.
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Heat Transfer

The presented nucleate boiling experiments have been performed using water at near-
saturated flow boiling conditions. The thermal boundary condition was prescribed.
The bubble substrate temperature was constant. A microscale heater and a Wheat-
stone bridge were used to maintain a constant wall temperature around an artificial
cavity. Accurate heat flow rate data have been obtained by controlling and measuring
the surface condition at a high temporal resolution by use of the LabView acquisition
system. A high-speed camera was synchronized with these heat flow rate measure-
ments. Data obtained with the image processing, as the bubble growth rate, were
combined with the heat transfer analysis.
The heat flow rates required for the volume change observed for the bubble was
compared with the instantaneous heat flow rates measured. At the time of bubble de-
tachment, the heat flow rate from the wall was only found to instantaneously increase
in the case of zero liquid flow, i.e. in the case of pool boiling. No notable change in
heat flow rate was observed at the time of bubble detachment in forced convection
boiling. That extra heat was used to reheat the liquid in front of the thin film and
substrate around it.
The main conclusion is that a considerable part of the heat that is used to produce
a bubble is taken from the superheated liquid in front of the heated wall. In fact,
60 − 70% of the heat needed to produce a bubble of a certain volume comes from
this superheated liquid. This value is confirmed by comparing the thin film area and
effective area; and investigating the area of the bubble influence. Such experiments
and heat analysis have been performed and published just for pool boiling till now.
Temperature conditions of the whole system (liquid, glass and thin film of the bubble
generator and the temperature boundary in front of it) have an important role during
the bubble growth and they can be related with the detaching bubble volume and
approaching velocity.

6.2 Recommendations

Experiment improvements

The experimental set up can be improved, to enable more accurate results for the
model validation.
Liquid flow has been measured using a rotameter. The handling and saving of the
flow data have been improved by installing Micro Motion flowmeter (ELITE Sensor
CMF025) in the test rig.
The pump installed in our test rig is not designed to work at low mass flows. Small
oscillations are observed at flows lower than 300 l/h. By use of the by-pass we suc-
ceeded to minimize them. Nevertheless, it would have been better to replace it with
the other more convenient pump that is designed to work with highest efficiency in
the flow regimes that are planned for the experiments.
At the moment this thesis is being written, measurements at constant power delivered
to the system are performed, instead of constant temperature at the bubble foot, see
[64]. These results have to be analyzed and compared with the presented ones. The
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most interesting issue is to find out if there is any essential difference in bubble growth
and detachment for these two different, heat-transfer related conditions.
An interesting study could be to investigate if it is possible to perform interferometry
measurements and numeric modeling of the temperature field around a bubble in the
center of the tube, in uniform approaching flow.
The possibility to make a new generation of bubble generators by use of the Micro-
Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology in combination with an array of
small heaters was investigated. Each heater should be part of the CTA. Such a de-
sign of the bubble generator could enable us to accomplish important temperature
and pressure knowledge at the bubble foot. Unfortunately, at that time it was too
expensive to realize.
Of course, advances in instrumentation techniques such as x-rays, liquid crystal ther-
mography, high-speed infrared thermography, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),
and laser induced fluorescence could play an important role in validating the physical
models at various scales in the future.

Model modifications

In the section dedicated to the model sensitivity analysis it is described how replacing
the volume equivalent bubble radius, Req, in the formula for prediction of the hydro-
dynamic lift force, Fhydr, with the bubble semi-axis (c−h), improves correspondence
with the force which should compensate the main non-hydrodynamic force compo-
nents in the direction perpendicular to the vertical wall, (Fpc + Fst). This bubble
semi-axis is also perpendicular to the wall and represents better than Req the real
frontal area of the bubble at the first stage of bubble growth, when the bubble is
pressed and flattened parallel to the wall.
Larger deviations between predicted Fhydr and (Fpc +Fst) appear at higher approach
velocities. This is in the first place because bubbles are growing faster, they are
smaller and relatively longer during the growth time flattened parallel to the wall.
These findings indicate that deformation really affects Fhydr estimates and that at
least one more geometrical parameter, beside λ = Req/(2h), should be introduced in
the analytical model. Bubble deformations should be accounted for in this way and
it would also enable us to calculate the added mass coefficients outside the interval
λ = 0.5− 1.0.
In the last stage of bubble growth, the growth rate reduces to practically zero. This
is due to the special circumstances in the test set-up, where much effort was spent to
obtain a nearly uniform approaching velocity field. The approaching liquid is slightly
subcooled, which causes condensation at the top which hampers growth. In this last
stage of growth, the velocity field cannot be modeled as potential flow since the veloc-
ity scale related to growth is too small and so is the corresponding Reynolds number.
For this reason the analysis is ended at the first time when lambda gets 0.5, which
corresponds to the time when this Reynolds number gets too small to allow potential
flow modeling.
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Use of the analytical modeling for design improvement of the rifled evap-
orator tubes

One of the conclusions to be drawn from the added mass coefficients analysis in Chap-
ter 2, see Fig. 2.3, is that high-pressure boiling bubbles after detachment in the upflow
of water in a vertical tube stick close to the wall. All vorticity related and inertial
hydrodynamic forces near the wall act towards the wall. If downflow of liquid is not
an option, migration towards the center of the tube must be caused by:
• Interaction with other bubbles and turbulence
• Deformation after coalescence
• Body forces induced by swirl.
Optimal control is only achieved by the last option. The first design recommendation
is therefore to induce swirl. This can either be done with special inserts or by helical
structures on the inner tube wall. This recommendation explains the focussing on
rifled tubes of this study. However, hydrodynamic forces not only have a negative
effect on boiling heat transfer: before detachment the bubble growth can be posi-
tively influenced. Bubble growth time is then reduced by hydrodynamic forces that
promote detachment irrespective of the direction of the flow parallel to the wall. At
places on a structured inner wall of a tube where this velocity component is relatively
high bubbles must be expected to leave the position with a relatively small diame-
ter. This departure place can imply actual detachment or being swept away further
downstream, the so-called sliding of bubbles. These findings can be used in a design
study of the geometry of a rifled tube.
A single phase flow with heat transfer in the rifled tubes of various geometries can be
readily modeled with the aid of commercially available packages, i.c. CFXTM and
FluentTM , [40, 20, 50]. Then the conclusions should be drawn with respect to local
conditions (velocity field, temperatures) that are important for bubble detachment.
Lastly, resulting bubble escape and migration conditions should be estimated. Such a
one-way coupling is of course valid in case the bubble density is low, but conclusions
are expected to pertain to void fractions as high as 30% since surprisingly enough
many two-phase flow phenomena at void fraction up to 30% can be interpreted with
the aid of single bubble behavior [60, 19].
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Appendix A

Test Loop

In this appendix the schematic of the test loop is presented, see Fig. A.1.

Experiments are performed in a loop comprising stainless steel piping with 38.7
mm inner diameter. Before measurements, the test rig is filled from a reservoir with
the demineralized water. The water level in the condenser is checked with the elec-
tronic water level indicator.
Pump is running the water through the test rig for few hours. Water goes throw the
electrical heater, than passes the rotameter (Fl), the test section with the glass win-
dow (O − 1) and subsequently the condenser. Water is preheated near to saturation
temperature and the dissolved air is removed by boiling the water several hours prior
to measurement.
There is thermocouple (TWL) just after the heater that is part of the pump automati-
cal control system. There are two resistance thermometers (Pt100: T1,T2) just before
and after the observation area (O − 1) where bubbles are generated.
Pressure in the installation, at the certain distance from the test section, is measured
with the differential manometer (pd).
The system of valves enable us to fill and empty the test rig, to refill the loop during
the pump operation, to place the bubble generator in the test section, to secure the
safe operation, to filter the water if that is necessary, to by-pass the pump etc.
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Figure A.1. Detailed schematic of the test loop with all measuring devices.



Appendix B

Lab View interface

In this appendix interface of the instantaneous LabView measurements of the tem-
perature of the water flow and voltages of the CTA is showed.
Channel 0 measures the top voltage, VTOP , of the Wheatstone bridge, see Fig 3.5.
Channel 1 measures voltage at the probe (the thin film), VTF .
Channel 2 measures voltage at the resistor that can be adjusted and which control
how much power we are using during the experiment, Vset.
Used power and probe resistance is instantaneously calculated and shown on the
screen, on the left. There is the ”green light” just next to these two shown data if
the bridge is stable, VTF = Vset, or ”red light” if it is not.
Channels 3 and 4 measure the voltages on the Pt100s that measure temperatures in
the middle of the pipe, just before and after test section. The gain and offset for those
two sensors are defined by the calibration, and these are used to plot instantaneously
temperatures on the first plot in Fig. B.1. Plot in the middle represents instanta-
neously measured electrical power. All data mentioned above are saved every second.
When button ”Start Scan” is pressed, the sample rate is increased (up to 10,000 Hz)
and the high-speed camera is triggered. The sample rate (”scan rate”) can be set
to be proportional to the camera frequency. ”Scan time” can be adjusted, but it is
limited with the available camera memory. The top bridge voltage, VTOP , and the
voltage at the thin film, VTF , are stored on the hard-disk and plotted in the lowest
graph on the Fig. B.1. A peak appears during the bubble generation.
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Figure B.1. LabView interface



Appendix C

Images of growing bubble

In this appendix typical images of bubble growth are shown. Scaling is the same for
each of the bubbles.
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Figure C.1. Two-side images of the bubble growing at the wall: Bubble 8 at 0.10 m/s,
Tl = 105.0oC, TTF = 141.7oC and Tsat = 107.7oC.
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Figure C.2. Two-side images of the bubble growing at the wall: Bubble 9 at 0.16 m/s,
Tl = 105.5oC, TTF = 141.8oC and Tsat = 107.7oC.
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Figure C.3. Two-side images of the bubble growing at the wall: Bubble 8 at 0.14 m/s,
Tl = 105.7oC, TTF = 145.5oC and Tsat = 107.7oC.



Appendix D

Determination of the Thin
Film Temperature

As the temperature coefficient of the electrical resistivity for thin metal films is dif-
ferent from the bulk value, the method to obtain this coefficient for thin films is
explained in this Appendix.
The titanium (Ti) film is made by a microwave sputtering process. With sputter-
ing, ions of an inert gas are accelerated in an electrical field. The ions hit a target
(in our case titanium), releasing microscopic grains of metal from it. The gains are
transported through the microwave plasma and deposit on a glass substrate to form
a metal film. The thickness of the film increases in time, depending on the discharge
current and voltage, the system pressure of metal and substrate.
The thickness of the Ti film in our experiments is 500 nm. Both the resistivity and
the resistance temperature coefficient of the Ti thin film are different from the bulk
material value. The resistivity is caused by collision of free electrons during their
path through the metal.There are three causes for resistivity and the main one is the
interaction of electrons with phonons. A phonon is a quantized mode of vibration
occurring in a rigid crystal lattice, such as the atomic lattice of a solid. Thus this
interaction is temperature dependent. Secondly, the electrons can collide with im-
perfections in the material. This effect is independent of temperature. In thin films,
the structure of the film (grain size) influences the resistivity. The third reason for
resistivity can be if the electrons scatter on the surface of the material. This effect will
increase with decreasing film thickness and is dependent on the mean free path of the
electrons. As the mean free path is temperature dependent, this effect is temperature
dependent.
These three effects lead to an increasing resistivity and a decreasing resistance tem-

perature coefficient with decreasing film thickness. As the temperature coefficient for
our Ti films was not know, the calibration measurements were performed to obtain
the dependency of the temperature coefficient on film thickness. A Ti layer, with
the same width and length as it is used on our bubble generator (10x20 mm2), was
sputtered on the four glass test plates, each of different thickness. For every plate,
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the dependence of electrical resistance on temperature was measured in a climate
chamber with temperatures between 20oC and 140oC. From the relations found, the
temperature coefficient A1 was determined by a polynomial least squares fit.
In Fig. D.1 the results of a resistance temperature coefficient are displayed. In Fig. D.2
the resistivity of the Ti thin film at the 105oC is plotted. These results corespond to
the measurements of Huber [36].
An power fit was made through the points found, to give the temperature coefficient
of electrical resistance dependency on Ti film thickness:

A1 = (2003± 485) · δ−0.82±0.05
TF (D.1)

in which A1 is given in 10−3K−1 and δTF is the film thickness in nm. Applying this
formula to the Ti film of bubble generator used in our experiments, A1 is found to be
12 · 10−3K−1.
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Appendix E

Tables with experimental
results

In this appendix tables with data related to measured bubble growth are collected.
These can be combine with the data from tables: 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7.

• Maximum values of the major semi-axis, b, and volume equivalent radius, Req,
which are used in the Figures 4.11, 4.15 and 4.18.

• Bubble growth time in miliseconds: Tgrowth = td − to. When to = 0 this data
can be used to define dependence of the bubble equivalent radius on the time during
the growth. Notice that time between two subsequent images is 0.202 ms.

• Coefficients of the 5th order polynomial fit for the equivalent radius, {ai}, and
those of the distance of the center of the fitted ellipse in the contour of the bubble,
defined from the side-view, {bi}.

Req(t) = a5 ∗ t5 + a4 ∗ t4 + a3 ∗ t3 + a2 ∗ t2 + a1 ∗ t + a0 (E.1)

h(t) = b5 ∗ t5 + b4 ∗ t4 + b3 ∗ t3 + b2 ∗ t2 + b1 ∗ t + b0 (E.2)

where time, t, is in the interval [0.404, Tgrowth]ms.
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Table E.1. U = 0.10 m/s; Rech = 10504

Bub. Tgrowth[ms] bmax[mm] Req,max[mm]
1 3.04E+00 7.50E-01 6.33E-01
2 3.04E+00 7.24E-01 6.31E-01
3 3.44E+00 7.91E-01 6.98E-01
4 3.65E+00 8.28E-01 7.20E-01
5 3.85E+00 8.36E-01 7.27E-01
7 3.65E+00 8.02E-01 7.02E-01
8 3.44E+00 7.67E-01 6.83E-01
9 3.45E+00 7.91E-01 6.91E-01

Bub. a5[−] a4[−] a3[−] a2[−] a1[−] a0[−]
1 -4.46E+09 1.96E+07 4.38E+04 -3.63E+02 6.47E-01 2.63E-04
2 9.79E+09 -9.50E+07 3.64E+05 -7.15E+02 7.50E-01 2.86E-04
3 -1.86E+09 8.89E+06 2.76E+04 -2.44E+02 5.07E-01 3.56E-04
4 3.93E+09 -5.06E+07 2.58E+05 -6.61E+02 8.65E-01 2.46E-04
5 2.08E+09 -2.69E+07 1.44E+05 -4.09E+02 6.17E-01 3.31E-04
7 2.49E+09 -3.30E+07 1.81E+05 -5.17E+02 7.53E-01 2.62E-04
8 5.14E+09 -5.82E+07 2.66E+05 -6.31E+02 7.90E-01 2.61E-04
9 5.06E+09 -6.26E+07 3.08E+05 -7.64E+02 9.60E-01 1.99E-04

Bub. a5[−] a4[−] a3[−] a2[−] a1[−] a0[−]
1 1.83E+10 -1.80E+08 6.86E+05 -1.25E+03 1.28E+00 -2.96E-04
2 1.16E+09 -2.36E+07 1.44E+05 -3.79E+02 6.40E-01 -8.05E-05
3 -2.81E+09 2.05E+07 -3.21E+04 -7.16E+01 4.12E-01 -2.11E-05
4 -2.81E+09 -1.08E+08 4.89E+05 -1.05E+03 1.24E+00 -2.76E-04
5 9.09E+09 -1.06E+08 4.91E+05 -1.08E+03 1.30E+00 -3.23E-04
7 8.78E+09 -3.93E+07 2.17E+05 -5.67E+02 8.73E-01 -2.07E-04
8 1.21E+10 -1.36E+08 5.83E+05 -1.19E+03 1.33E+00 -2.92E-04
9 -5.81E+09 5.09E+07 -1.49E+05 1.40E+02 2.32E-01 1.61E-05
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Table E.2. U = 0.14 m/s; Rech = 15342

Bub. Tgrowth[ms] bmax[mm] Req,max[mm]
1 3.24E+00 7.31E-01 6.46E-01
2 2.63E+00 6.15E-01 5.44E-01
3 3.65E+00 7.52E-01 6.73E-01
4 3.04E+00 7.07E-01 6.13E-01
5 2.63E+00 6.55E-01 5.61E-01
6 2.84E+00 6.52E-01 5.80E-01
7 2.63E+00 6.09E-01 5.37E-01
8 2.63E+00 6.23E-01 5.41E-01
9 2.64E+00 6.58E-01 5.69E-01
10 3.45E+00 7.11E-01 6.38E-01

Bub. a5[−] a4[−] a3[−] a2[−] a1[−] a0[−]
1 9.05E+11 -1.83E+10 1.24E+08 -3.88E+05 5.82E+02 2.96E-01
2 1.75E+10 -1.55E+08 5.61E+05 -1.05E+03 1.04E+00 1.07E-04
3 2.24E+09 -3.31E+07 1.94E+05 -5.58E+02 8.02E-01 2.03E-04
4 1.19E+10 -1.22E+08 4.85E+05 -9.63E+02 9.82E-01 1.81E-04
5 2.25E+10 -2.00E+08 7.04E+05 -1.25E+03 1.14E+00 1.37E-04
6 1.36E+10 -1.27E+08 4.76E+05 -9.13E+02 9.10E-01 1.92E-04
7 8.88E+09 -8.92E+07 3.62E+05 -7.42E+02 7.71E-01 2.11E-04
8 1.58E+10 -1.44E+08 5.27E+05 -9.82E+02 9.49E-01 1.52E-04
9 1.33E+10 -1.31E+08 5.05E+05 -9.60E+02 9.19E-01 2.00E-04
10 4.61E+09 -5.45E+07 2.58E+05 -6.27E+02 8.10E-01 1.79E-04

Bub. b5[−] b4[−] b3[−] b2[−] b1[−] b0[−]
1 -4.62E+12 3.19E+10 -5.48E+07 -5.36E+04 4.02E+02 -3.11E-02
2 -9.91E+09 5.65E+07 -6.79E+04 -1.30E+02 5.37E-01 -1.34E-04
3 3.25E+09 -4.28E+07 2.20E+05 -5.53E+02 8.56E-01 -2.11E-04
4 1.27E+10 -1.37E+08 5.61E+05 -1.09E+03 1.18E+00 -2.44E-04
5 -1.05E+10 6.97E+07 -1.47E+05 7.09E+01 3.04E-01 -1.15E-05
6 -4.24E+09 2.04E+07 -8.59E+00 -1.37E+02 4.36E-01 -2.94E-05
7 -7.92E+09 4.54E+07 -7.01E+04 -2.66E+01 3.38E-01 1.59E-07
8 4.90E+10 -4.37E+08 1.50E+06 -2.46E+03 2.13E+00 -5.23E-04
9 3.77E+09 -4.41E+07 2.04E+05 -4.63E+02 7.10E-01 -1.53E-04
10 4.94E+09 -6.12E+07 2.89E+05 -6.52E+02 9.02E-01 -2.14E-04
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Table E.3. U = 0.16 m/s; Rech = 16862

Bub. Tgrowth[ms] bmax[mm] Req,max[mm]
1 3.0E+00 7.2E-01 6.1E-01
2 3.4E+00 7.7E-01 6.6E-01
3 3.0E+00 7.2E-01 6.2E-01
5 3.0E+00 7.3E-01 6.3E-01
6 2.8E+00 7.2E-01 6.1E-01
7 3.2E+00 7.4E-01 6.5E-01
9 2.6E+00 6.7E-01 5.8E-01
10 3.2E+00 7.5E-01 6.5E-01

Bub. a5[−] a4[−] a3[−] a2[−] a1[−] a0[−]
1 2.0E+10 -1.8E+08 6.6E+05 -1.2E+03 1.0E+00 2.2E-04
2 9.7E+09 -1.1E+08 4.5E+05 -9.7E+02 1.1E+00 1.8E-04
3 -1.5E+09 7.0E+06 2.4E+04 -1.9E+02 3.6E-01 4.0E-04
5 1.3E+10 -1.3E+08 4.9E+05 -9.4E+02 9.2E-01 2.6E-04
6 4.4E+09 -4.7E+07 2.1E+05 -4.7E+02 5.3E-01 3.6E-04
7 3.9E+09 -4.6E+07 2.1E+05 -4.9E+02 5.9E-01 3.4E-04
9 1.7E+10 -1.5E+08 5.3E+05 -9.5E+02 8.6E-01 2.6E-04
10 3.3E+09 -3.7E+07 1.7E+05 -4.5E+02 6.0E-01 3.2E-04

Bub. b5[−] b4[−] b3[−] b2[−] b1[−] b0[−]
1 -2.1E+10 1.8E+08 -5.3E+05 6.6E+02 -5.5E-02 3.2E-05
2 -6.9E+08 -2.8E+06 6.6E+04 -2.7E+02 6.2E-01 -1.5E-04
3 2.2E+09 -4.2E+07 2.5E+05 -6.1E+02 8.7E-01 -1.6E-04
5 -7.6E+09 4.9E+07 -7.4E+04 -9.2E+01 4.9E-01 -6.3E-05
6 5.7E+09 -7.8E+07 3.7E+05 -8.1E+02 9.9E-01 -1.9E-04
7 2.0E+09 -3.3E+07 1.8E+05 -4.7E+02 7.3E-01 -1.2E-04
9 -8.4E+09 4.8E+07 -6.1E+04 -8.9E+01 4.3E-01 -1.6E-05
10 3.6E+09 -4.8E+07 2.4E+05 -5.4E+02 7.8E-01 -1.4E-04
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Table E.4. U = 0.18 m/s; Rech = 20179

Bub. Tgrowth[ms] bmax[mm] Req,max[mm]
2 2.03E+00 4.77E-01 4.27E-01
4 2.43E+00 5.96E-01 5.53E-01
6 2.23E+00 5.77E-01 5.01E-01
8 2.23E+00 5.67E-01 4.88E-01
10 2.43E+00 5.95E-01 5.28E-01
11 3.04E+00 6.45E-01 5.91E-01
12 1.82E+00 4.74E-01 4.17E-01
16 2.43E+00 5.69E-01 5.14E-01
18 2.03E+00 5.46E-01 4.73E-01
20 3.45E+00 7.79E-01 6.73E-01
21 2.63E+00 6.06E-01 5.45E-01
23 2.63E+00 6.27E-01 5.48E-01
25 2.43E+00 6.42E-01 5.52E-01
26 3.04E+00 6.40E-01 5.71E-01
27 3.04E+00 7.11E-01 6.16E-01
31 1.82E+00 5.32E-01 4.68E-01
32 2.84E+00 7.08E-01 6.14E-01

Bub. a5[−] a4[−] a3[−] a2[−] a1[−] a0[−]
2 7.93E+10 -5.91E+08 1.71E+06 -2.45E+03 1.77E+00 -1.12E-04
4 -6.09E+10 4.32E+08 -1.13E+06 1.31E+03 -5.55E-01 5.22E-04
6 -7.71E+10 5.37E+08 -1.40E+06 1.65E+03 -7.91E-01 5.72E-04
8 -5.58E+10 3.53E+08 -7.81E+05 6.31E+02 8.04E-03 3.26E-04
10 -3.96E+10 2.73E+08 -6.66E+05 6.16E+02 -4.96E-02 3.77E-04
11 4.53E+09 -4.78E+07 2.02E+05 -4.57E+02 5.88E-01 2.44E-04
12 1.41E+11 -9.56E+08 2.57E+06 -3.46E+03 2.35E+00 -2.34E-04
16 1.87E+10 -1.70E+08 6.08E+05 -1.09E+03 1.00E+00 1.13E-04
18 -5.69E+10 3.30E+08 -7.02E+05 6.25E+02 -1.61E-01 4.37E-04
20 5.41E+09 -6.33E+07 3.01E+05 -7.36E+02 9.17E-01 2.14E-04
21 2.22E+10 -1.91E+08 6.46E+05 -1.10E+03 9.99E-01 1.37E-04
23 1.55E+10 -1.56E+08 6.28E+05 -1.27E+03 1.28E+00 3.49E-05
25 -3.44E+10 2.58E+08 -7.17E+05 8.63E+02 -3.71E-01 5.37E-04
26 -1.60E+09 5.25E+06 5.47E+04 -3.44E+02 6.75E-01 1.20E-04
27 1.77E+10 -1.87E+08 7.77E+05 -1.61E+03 1.69E+00 -1.14E-04
31 -8.37E+10 4.99E+08 -1.13E+06 1.16E+03 -4.93E-01 5.09E-04
32 3.08E+10 -2.69E+08 9.32E+05 -1.64E+03 1.51E+00 3.24E-05
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Bub. b5[−] b4[−] b3[−] b2[−] b1[−] b0[−]
2 4.39E+10 -2.50E+08 5.38E+05 -5.97E+02 6.18E-01 -7.91E-05
4 2.71E+10 -2.51E+08 9.07E+05 -1.60E+03 1.61E+00 -3.97E-04
6 -6.76E+10 4.54E+08 -1.14E+06 1.32E+03 -4.64E-01 1.94E-04
8 2.41E+10 -2.20E+08 7.93E+05 -1.39E+03 1.39E+00 -3.75E-04
10 2.10E+10 -1.91E+08 6.81E+05 -1.20E+03 1.25E+00 -2.92E-04
11 4.63E+09 -5.50E+07 2.44E+05 -5.16E+02 7.15E-01 -9.45E-05
12 1.03E+11 -4.81E+08 7.27E+05 -3.19E+02 1.47E-01 7.37E-05
16 -8.67E+09 4.62E+07 -6.57E+04 -3.94E+01 3.72E-01 -3.17E-05
18 1.42E+09 -7.40E+07 3.91E+05 -7.92E+02 9.31E-01 -1.67E-04
20 1.08E+10 -1.31E+08 6.10E+05 -1.33E+03 1.53E+00 -3.88E-04
21 1.19E+09 -1.80E+07 1.02E+05 -2.86E+02 5.81E-01 -8.46E-05
23 1.12E+10 -1.07E+08 4.07E+05 -7.70E+02 9.16E-01 -1.87E-04
25 -2.07E+10 1.43E+08 -3.47E+05 3.48E+02 8.28E-02 8.34E-05
26 -6.51E+09 5.55E+07 -1.69E+05 1.91E+02 1.81E-01 3.05E-05
27 1.03E+10 -1.20E+08 5.34E+05 -1.11E+03 1.28E+00 -3.02E-04
31 -9.50E+10 5.09E+08 -9.89E+05 8.13E+02 4.57E-03 2.97E-05
32 -2.07E+09 8.66E+06 2.69E+04 -1.96E+02 5.33E-01 -9.01E-05

Table E.5. U = 0.20 m/s; Rech = 21700

Bub. Tgrowth[ms] bmax[mm] Req,max[mm]
1 2.23E+00 5.41E-01 4.85E-01
2 2.23E+00 5.76E-01 5.03E-01
4 2.03E+00 5.12E-01 4.56E-01
5 1.82E+00 4.78E-01 4.32E-01
8 2.23E+00 5.50E-01 5.02E-01
9 2.23E+00 5.48E-01 4.99E-01
11 3.04E+00 6.68E-01 5.96E-01
13 2.63E+00 6.17E-01 5.50E-01

Bub. a5[−] a4[−] a3[−] a2[−] a1[−] a0[−]
1 1.69E+11 -1.26E+09 3.69E+06 -5.29E+03 3.75E+00 -5.77E-04
2 1.98E+09 -5.60E+07 3.02E+05 -6.76E+02 6.98E-01 2.26E-04
4 2.27E+11 -1.48E+09 3.73E+06 -4.52E+03 2.68E+00 -1.81E-04
5 2.26E+11 -1.43E+09 3.53E+06 -4.31E+03 2.62E+00 -2.13E-04
8 5.05E+09 -7.22E+07 3.27E+05 -6.82E+02 6.99E-01 2.05E-04
9 -6.78E+10 4.45E+08 -1.08E+06 1.13E+03 -4.20E-01 4.69E-04
11 2.00E+10 -1.92E+08 7.27E+05 -1.39E+03 1.37E+00 1.36E-05
13 6.98E+09 -8.18E+07 3.68E+05 -8.11E+02 8.88E-01 1.55E-04
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Bub. b5[−] b4[−] b3[−] b2[−] b1[−] b0[−]
1 -8.76E+10 6.35E+08 -1.74E+06 2.18E+03 -9.91E-01 2.81E-04
2 4.29E+10 -3.50E+08 1.12E+06 -1.74E+03 1.51E+00 -2.84E-04
4 -3.29E+10 1.95E+08 -4.06E+05 3.16E+02 2.05E-01 2.30E-05
5 -1.62E+11 1.04E+09 -2.57E+06 3.04E+03 -1.47E+00 4.23E-04
8 3.15E+10 -3.19E+08 1.20E+06 -2.14E+03 2.02E+00 -4.77E-04
9 5.53E+10 -4.18E+08 1.20E+06 -1.64E+03 1.25E+00 -9.47E-05
11 9.39E+09 -1.07E+08 4.66E+05 -9.73E+02 1.16E+00 -2.57E-04
13 3.03E+10 -2.67E+08 9.28E+05 -1.60E+03 1.56E+00 -3.67E-04

Table E.6. U = 0.23 m/s; Rech = 25431

Bub. Tgrowth[ms] bmax[mm] Req,max[mm]
1 3.04E+00 6.88E-01 5.93E-01
2 2.03E+00 5.28E-01 4.56E-01
3 3.45E+00 7.15E-01 6.21E-01
4 2.03E+00 5.89E-01 4.99E-01
5 3.24E+00 7.46E-01 6.39E-01
6 2.43E+00 6.35E-01 5.51E-01
7 2.63E+00 6.92E-01 6.03E-01
8 2.23E+00 5.88E-01 5.02E-01
9 2.23E+00 6.10E-01 5.25E-01
10 1.82E+00 5.25E-01 4.53E-01
11 2.03E+00 5.32E-01 4.67E-01
13 2.03E+00 5.57E-01 4.90E-01
14 2.63E+00 6.81E-01 5.78E-01
15 2.03E+00 5.83E-01 4.96E-01
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Bub. a5[−] a4[−] a3[−] a2[−] a1[−] a0[−]
1 4.13E+10 -4.05E+08 1.54E+06 -2.83E+03 2.52E+00 -2.70E-04
2 2.00E+10 -1.96E+08 6.86E+05 -1.14E+03 9.12E-01 1.78E-04
3 7.04E+09 -7.84E+07 3.52E+05 -8.14E+02 9.76E-01 1.39E-04
4 3.29E+10 -2.39E+08 6.80E+05 -9.78E+02 7.03E-01 2.99E-04
5 -2.89E+09 2.08E+07 -2.48E+04 -1.20E+02 3.08E-01 4.44E-04
6 -4.04E+09 2.04E+06 1.20E+05 -4.38E+02 5.58E-01 3.06E-04
7 4.14E+10 -3.39E+08 1.07E+06 -1.67E+03 1.34E+00 1.35E-04
8 4.40E+10 -3.80E+08 1.30E+06 -2.17E+03 1.75E+00 -4.38E-05
9 1.79E+09 -7.42E+07 4.18E+05 -9.16E+02 8.74E-01 2.18E-04
10 8.82E+10 -5.09E+08 1.17E+06 -1.39E+03 8.56E-01 2.37E-04
11 -2.11E+10 7.95E+07 2.85E+04 -5.02E+02 7.29E-01 1.49E-04
13 1.22E+11 -7.73E+08 1.90E+06 -2.32E+03 1.42E+00 1.34E-04
14 1.68E+10 -1.63E+08 5.94E+05 -1.04E+03 8.82E-01 2.80E-04
15 9.11E+10 -5.17E+08 1.13E+06 -1.22E+03 6.82E-01 3.36E-04

Bub. b5[−] b4[−] b3[−] b2[−] b1[−] b0[−]
1 9.68E+09 -1.10E+08 4.87E+05 -1.03E+03 1.23E+00 -3.29E-04
2 -3.18E+11 1.86E+09 -3.97E+06 3.77E+03 -1.35E+00 2.76E-04
3 -4.46E+08 -9.41E+06 1.12E+05 -4.00E+02 7.59E-01 -1.88E-04
4 -1.86E+10 8.43E+07 -4.90E+04 -2.42E+02 6.18E-01 -1.39E-04
5 -7.09E+08 -7.92E+06 1.07E+05 -3.80E+02 7.33E-01 -1.66E-04
6 -3.43E+10 2.29E+08 -5.30E+05 4.48E+02 2.22E-01 -4.47E-05
7 2.68E+09 -1.87E+07 4.97E+04 -9.22E+01 3.63E-01 -2.99E-05
8 -6.76E+10 4.35E+08 -1.01E+06 1.02E+03 -2.16E-01 9.16E-05
9 -1.47E+11 9.49E+08 -2.24E+06 2.32E+03 -7.55E-01 1.64E-04
10 1.78E+10 -1.09E+08 2.84E+05 -3.93E+02 4.98E-01 -3.23E-05
11 -2.22E+11 1.44E+09 -3.48E+06 3.88E+03 -1.70E+00 3.42E-04
13 -2.07E+11 1.23E+09 -2.71E+06 2.64E+03 -8.36E-01 1.78E-04
14 -1.73E+10 1.14E+08 -2.40E+05 1.04E+02 4.20E-01 -1.13E-04
15 8.47E+10 -5.79E+08 1.47E+06 -1.65E+03 9.95E-01 -3.47E-05
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift beschrijft een onderzoek naar het proces van de groei en loslating
van een dampbel in een opwaartse, uniforme aanstroming. De experimenten zijn op
zo’n manier ontworpen en uitgevoerd dat aan de veronderstellingen van een bestaand
analytische model wordt voldaan. Het doel van dit onderzoek is om de voorspellingen
van hydrodynamische krachten op een dampbel in uniforme aanstroming te valideren.
Dit model zal in toekomstig onderzoek gecombineerd kunnen worden met de resul-
taten van een numeriek model van een stroming met warmteoverdracht in de pijpen
van een verdamper met behulp van commercieel verkrijgbare pakketten. Verder zijn
de resultaten van dit onderzoek nuttig bij het voorspellen van belgrootte in stromin-
gen in gecompliceerde geometrieen, zoals gegroefde buizen, zoals gebruikt wordt in
nieuw type energiecentrales met verhoogde efficiency. In het corresponderende EC-
project hebben alle grote Europese elektriciteitsleveranciers hun krachten gebundeld
om een stijging van de netto-efficientie van 5% te bereiken, door het ontwikkelen van
een elektriciteitscentrale waarin stoom op hogetemperatuurcondities wordt toegepast.

Het hier gebruikte model is gebaseerd op analytische uitdrukkingen voor de krachten
die op de dampbel werken. De analytische studie leverde een volledig gesloten oploss-
ing op van de traagheidskrachten die werkzaam zijn bij de beweging en groei van een
dampbel met een voet aan de wand. Dit proefschrift beschrijft de experimenten die
het model valideren en kwantificeren.

In de kookexperimenten wordt gebruik gemaakt van gedemineraliseerd water on-
der nabij-verzadigde stromingsomstandigheden. Zowel de thermische randvoorwaarde
als de stromingscondities van de aanstroming zijn voorgeschreven. De substraattem-
peratuur en de toenaderingssnelheid waren beide constant. Een microverwarmingse-
lement en een Wheatstone brug werden gebruikt om de wandtemperatuur rondom een
kunstmatige holte constant te houden. Deze holte werd gebruikt als de nucleatiebron
waar de dampbel verschijnt op een verticaal gedeelte van de wand. Deze belgenerator
is speciaal vormgegeven om de grenslaagdikte op de locatie van de kunstmatige holte
te minimaliseren. De bel generator is in het midden van een pijp gepositioneerd. Het
resultaat hiervan is dat een nagenoeg homogeen vloeistofsnelheidsprofiel de dampbel
nadert.
Uitgebreide analyse van de filmopnames maakt het mogelijk om alle geometrische pa-
rameters van de luchtbel te bepalen, evenals de deformaties en de snelheid waarmee
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de luchtbel groeit. Ook is het mogelijk hierna een 3D reconstructie van het volume
van de bel te maken. De belangrijkste niet-hydronamische kracht componenten die
loodrecht op de verticale wand staan werden bepaald aan de hand van de gemeten
kwantiteit. De som van deze krachten zou overeen moeten komen met de hydrody-
namische kracht die onafhankelijk bepaald wordt door middel van voorspellingen van
het model en gemeten tijdsverloop van geometrische parameters. Deze vergelijking is
gemaakt, en gebruikt om conclusies te trekken over hoeveel invloed de deformaties op
de voorspellingen van het model hebben en over hoe het model verbeterd zou kunnen
worden.

Naast de modelvalidatie, werden ook temperatuur- en energiemetingen gebruikt
in een hitte-overdrachtanalyse. Deze laat zien dat een significant deel van de hitte die
benodigd is om een luchtbel van bepaald volume te produceren, afkomstig is van de
superverhitte vloeibare laag voor het verwarmingselement. Dit in vergelijking met de
warmte die geleverd wordt door de elektrische verwarming van onder de voet van de
dampbel.

De belangrijkste conclusie is dat de veronderstelling van een vereenvoudigde afge-
knotte bolvorm van de luchtbel niet overeenkomt met de daadwerkelijke vorm van de
dampbel in het beginstadium van groei van de bel. In deze fase heeft de bel een afge-
platte vorm, waardoor de volume-equivalente belstraal niet correct wordt weergegeven
door het werkelijke frontale oppervlak van de bel. Om deze reden is de voorspelling
van de hydrodynamische liftkracht niet geheel in overeenstemming met de metingen
voor deze tijden.

De vervormingen zouden in rekening moeten worden gebracht door meer dan een
geometrische parameter te introduceren om de vorm the beschrijven.
De andere aanbevelingen die gedaan worden in dit proefschrift gaan over verbeterin-
gen van de experimentele installatie en het gebruik van enkele andere meetmethodes.
Er wordt in het kort beschreven hoe het model gecombineerd zou kunnen worden met
commercieel beschikbare pakketten.

Koken is het meest efficiente, en minst begrepen faseovergangsproces. Het werk
dat in dit proefschrift gepresenteerd wordt heeft geleid tot een toename in het begrip
van het natuurkundige fenomeen waarin de dampbel groeit en loslaat bij koken in
stromend medium. De vergaarde kennis zou gebruikt moeten worden om het model
van dit proces te verbeteren en toe te passen in de industrie.
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Rezime

Tema ove studije je proces rasta parnog mehura i ǌegovog odvajaǌa od
vertikalnog zida u ujednaqenom strujaǌu navixe. Eksperimenti su os-
mixǉeni i izvedeni tako da zadovoǉe pretpostavke postoje�eg analitiqkog
modela. Ciǉ studije je bio da se potvrdi vaǉanost predvi�aǌa i da
se kvantifikuje hidrodinamiqka sila uzgona koja deluje na parni mehur.
Model rasta i odvajaǌa mehura mo�e da se kombinuje sa numeriqkim mode-
lom strujaǌa vode sa razmenom topolote, kroz cevi isparivaqa, dobijenim
korix�eǌem komercijalnih softverskih paketa. Rezultati se mogu koris-
titi za predvi�aǌe karakteristika kǉuqaǌa u cevima slo�ene geometrije,
kao xto su spiralno u�ǉebǉene cevi, pri uslovima do kojih dolazi usled
promene operativnih re�ima rada u termo-elektranama. Glavni proizvo-
�aqi elektriqne energije i opreme iz ove oblasti iz Evropske Zajednice
udru�ili su napore da dizajniraju termo-elektranu koja �e raditi sa
parom na ekstremno visokim temepraturama i pritiscima, da bi postigli
pove�aǌe neto efikasnosti za 5%. Rad prikazan u ovoj tezi je deo ovog
velikog projekta Evropske Zajednice.

U prvom poglavǉu je dat kratak uvod o kǉuqaǌu pri strujaǌu fluida u ce-
vima isparivaqa i objaxǌeno je zaxto su spiralno u�ǉebǉene cevi pogod-
nije od glatkih. Saznaǌa ove studije bi mogla da omogu�e boǉe razumevaǌe
kǉuqaǌa u ovakvim cevima i poboǉxaǌe ǌihove geometrije.
Drugo poglavǉe sadr�i kratak pregled postoje�eg modela koji predla�e
analitiqke izraze za sile koje deluju na parni mehur pri kǉuqaǌu. Ovim
modelom dato je rexeǌe bez fitovanih koeficijenata za odre�ivaǌe sile
usled dodate mase koja utiqe na kretaǌe i rast mehura na zidu.
Model mo�e biti proveren samo pore�eǌem sa eksperimenatima, pri qemu
se polazne pretpostavke modela moraju poxtovati. Eksperimentalna apara-
tura i korix�ena metodologija prikazani su u tre�em poglavǉu.
U eksperimentima je korix�ena demineralizovana voda, predgrejana skoro
do temperature zasi�eǌa. Mali, tanki metalni film je korix�en kao gre-
jni element u kombinaciji sa Vinstonovim mostom. Uz pomo� veoma brzog
pojaqivaqa, temperatura ovog filma je odr�avana konstantnom. Grejni el-
ement se nalazio oko otvora preqnika 20 µm, koji je slu�io kao mesto na
kome �e se zaqeti parni mehur. Staklena podloga, na koju je nanexen tanak
titanijumski film, napravǉena je tako da ǌen oblik obezbe�uje minimalnu
debǉinu graniqnog sloja na mestu gde nastaju mehurovi. Ovako napravǉen
generator mehurova je smexten vertikalno u cevi kroz koju protiqe pred-
grejan fluid. Mali otvor na kome se formira mehur je u centru cevi.
Brzina fluida oko mehura, nastalog u ovakvim uslovima je skoro ujed-
naqena.
Detaǉna analiza slika mehura u toku rasta, koji su snimǉeni iz dva
pravca, omogu�ila je da se odrede geometrijski parametri mehura i da
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se rekonstruixe ǌegova zapremina u svakom trenutku tokom kǉuqaǌa. Ovi
podaci su korix�eni da se odrede komponente sila koje deluju na mehur
u pravcu normalnom na zid, a koje nisu hidrodinamiqkog porekla. Ove
sile bi trebalo da kompezuju modelom predvi�enu hidrodinamiqku silu,
uzimaju�i u obzir promenu geometrijskih parametara mehura tokom vre-
mena. Pore�eǌe ovih sila je korix�eno za ispitivaǌe uticaja deforma-
cije mehura na predvi�aǌe analitiqkog modela i mogu�nosti da se model
proxiri.

Pored utvr�ivaǌa vaǉanosti modela, izvrxena su mereǌa temperature
i elektriqne snage, koja su poslu�ila za analizu prenosa toplote tokom
rasta parnog mehura. U ovoj tezi je pokazano da znaqajan deo toplote (60-
70%) koji je neophodan da se stvori parni mehur odre�ene zapremine pri
kǉuqaǌu sa strujaǌem, potiqe od sloja pregrejane teqnosti ispred grejnog
elementa, koji se difuzijom predaje mehuru. Elektriqni grejaq predaje os-
tatak toplote mehuru kroz takozvani mikro-sloj ispod baze mehura. Ovi
rezultati su dodatno provereni upore�ivaǌem povrxine grejnog filma i
efektivne povrxi, kao i ispitivaǌem fiktivne povrxi sa koje se toplota
difuzijom prenosi na mehur.

Glavni zakǉuqak, koji se odnosi na model, je da pretpostavka po kojoj je
mehur oblika okrǌene sfere nije dovoǉno dobra. ǋegov oblik odgovara
vixe okrǌenom elipsoidu, posebno u ranoj fazi rasta mehura u toku koje
je mehur spǉoxten uza zid. Zbog toga takozvani zapreminski ekvivalentni
polupreqnik mehura ne opisuje taqno stvarnu frontalnu povrx mehura. To
je razlog zaxto predvi�aǌe modela nije dobro u ovoj fazi rasta mehura.
Pred odvajaǌe, kad mehur dostigne odre�enu zapreminu i prestane sa ras-
tom, on nastavǉa da se udaǉava od zida. Pri tome mehur potiskuje okolni
fluid oko sebe. Ovo �e za rezultat imati negativnu hidrodinamiqku silu.
U tom periodu, javǉa se i takozvani ”vrat” mehura, koji u modelu nije uzet
u obzir.
Ove deformacije parnog mehura bi morale biti uzete u obzir uvo�eǌem
bar jox jednog geometrijskog parametra koji bi vernije opisao ǌegov ob-
lik. Druge preporuke, date u ovoj tezi, tiqu su poboǉxaǌa eksperimen-
talne instalacije i mogu�nosti korix�eǌa nekih drugih mernih tehnika.
Kratak opis toga kako bi model mogao da se kombinuje sa komercijalnim
softverskim paketima tako�e je ukǉuqen u tezu.

Kǉuqaǌe, kao jedan od najefikasnijih procesa promene faze, je nedovoǉno
razjaxǌen. Autor se nada da �e rad prezentovan u ovoj tezi pomo�i
razumevaǌu ovog fiziqkog fenomena, rasta parnog mehura pri strujaǌu
fluida. Dostignuto saznaǌe bi trebalo iskoristiti za poboǉxaǌe pos-
toje�eg modela i upotrebu u industrijskom okru�eǌu.
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